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TAEA.NAKI.
Sic,— New Plymouth, 31st December, 1881.

I have the honor to transmitmy annual report of the Board's schools for the yearending this
day, together with record of passes.

A summary of the detailed record of passes shows the following results (omitting presenta-
tions in preparatory standards): Number of pupils on the rolls, 30th September last, 1,043 ; working
average, SOth September last, 1,170; presented for examination, 818; passed into higher standards,
539; percentage on the whole, 65. Presented in Standard 1., 215 ; passed, 151: in Standard 11.,
219 ; passed, 163: in Standard 111., 216; passed, 126: in Standard IV., 71; passed, 49 : in Standard
V., 41; passed, 24 :in Standard VI., 6 ; passed, 2.

Theseresults are by no means satisfactory,nor what I hoped for. The causes are not far to seek—
viz., the neglect ofparents ; great irregularity of attendance; the continual changes in the individuals
in the school; the admission of a large proportion of children who have never been classed in any
public school; as regards the town of New Plymouth, the want of police surveillance of the streets
during school hours ; and the pressing necessity for child-labour in the bush districts.

A large proportion of your teachers have been working conscientiously during the past year.
I must refer you to my last year's report as to the cause of the low state of the LowerEgmont and

Smart Road Schools. If it were possible to stamp out the discordance which exists in the Kent Road
andAlbert Eoad Districts,and the settlerswould .combine for the common good, most beneficial results
would ensue. The state of the Norfolk Eoad, Midhirst, and Stratford Schools has been most unsatis-
factory : I hope, however, that the new arrangements and an active Committee will restore them to
order. I regret that some suggestions contained in my last report for the guidance of the teachers
have been unheeded, simply because the Inspectors' Eeports have only recently been circulated.

Notwithstanding the time I have been compelled to devote to the re-arrangement of the town
schools and those in the eleventh district, I have been able to visit all the schools twice in the year
prior to the examinations, and am gladto report that, with, a few exceptions, the discipline, order, and
condition of the schools are satisfactory. Eeading is improving, but I have in some cases remarked
strongly on the very objectionable practice of letting the pupils read books quite beyond their compre-
hension; consequently their reading was meresound, without an idea attached. The study of thereading-
lesson beforehand has rarely been enforced as it should have been, and, though the writing from
dictation was generally good, I found the meanings of the words unknown in some cases. A somewhat
similar fault is to be found in the teaching of arithmetic. In some schools I found pupils pushed on into
the higherrules, but, when tested by examination, I found great deficiency in aknowledge of numera-
tion and notation, and powerof thinking out a question evenin the simpler rules. Writing has improved
generally throughout the schools, but is still far from being what I wish. Greography is in a far more
satisfactory state in all the schools. The copies of maps and those drawn from memorywere often
very good." Drawing (free-hand) is taught by those teachers who have learnt it; otherwise it is con-
fined, especially in the half-time schools, to drawing maps. Music is taught on the Tonic Sol-Fa
system by those teachers who have learnt it. In other schools it is taught by the ear only. The little
that is taught has done great good in improving the quality of tone in reading and recitation. Gruff
rusticity of voice is slowly disappearing.

Desk-drill has been carried out in almost all the schools very satisfactorily; it has only failed in
one or two of the schools in the eleventh district. The Courtenay Street School is a model which all
the teachers might copy with advantage in their schools. The drillof the boys in the play-ground or
unfrequentedstreets in town has been well carried out, so far that their manners, language, and conduct
appear to me to be improved. "Wm. M. Ceomptost,

The Chairmanof the Board of Education. Inspector.
I—E. 18.
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WANGANTJI.
Sib,— Wanganui, 28th February, 1882.

I have the honor to present to you my third general and detailed report on the schools
examined by me for the year ending the 31st December, 1881.

At the outset I remark—(1.) That between the Ist of March and the sth of September, in.
addition to official work connected with the annual examination of the pupil-teachers and the
scholarships examination, Imade " surprise visits " to all the schools under inspection in my district.
These visits are of the first importance, as they enable the Inspector to see the schools in their every-
day dress and working capacity, and afford an excellent opportunity of forming a judgment of the
organization, methods, and discipline by which the teachers work their several schools. At these
periodical visits the pupil-teachers (where employed) are required to teach a class before the Inspector
to enable him to judgeof their teaching power, and bearing, and othercollateral matters. The teachers,
too, avail ttieniselves of the privilege accorded to them of considering educational matters with their
Inspector. (2.) That between the sth of September and the 23rd of December, by dint of excessive
hard work, and working on for a week into the time set apart for the Christmas holidays, I
managed to complete without hitch the examination of all the schools within the year. The work
involved in the examination has gone on steadily increasing, not so much from the addition of new
schools as from the large increase of children presented, especially in Standards IV., V., and VI.
(3.) That in myreport of last year I stated that throughout the examinations I had gone more literally
by the standardrequirements than I felt warranted in doingin 1879. This year I have taken them in
their entirety. And, as last year, the examinations in Standards 1., 11., and 111. werefor the most part
conducted orally, and those in StandardsIV., V., and VI. by means of written papers,which I received,
revised, and valued after school hours. The number of written leaves of foolscap given in was 3,990,
and the time devoted to their revisal 180 hours. (4.) That, as far as it was practicable to do so, I took
the papers, after they had been examined and valued, to the several schools, so that the teachers and
the scholars might see the weak points and the strong ones. I have no doubt this will be found more
effective in improving the work done than a lengthy notice in my report that such and such a subject
was unsatisfactory, and that it should have been done in such and such a way. It will alsobe specially
valuable in doing away with much of the looseness which prevails in some of the schools in setting
down the work. (5.) That, as a basis in forming a judgment of the character of the work done in the
several schools, I took into account not only the individual test,but also as most important factors the
discipline, order, and moral tone of the classes. (G.) That shortly after the examination of each school
I furnished the Chairman, as I did last year, with the schedules containing the names of those children
who had passed the several standards, so that standard certificates might be issued in accordance with
Order in. Council of the 24th of September, 1878, subsection 3. In this report I purpose to confine
myself principally to the results of the work of the past year, and to a few remarks upon them.

Schools and Staff.—The number ofpublic schools in my district is 57. These are officered by
40 certificated teachers (32 male and 8 female) ; 35 uncertificated teachers (16 male and 19 female) ;
34 pupil-teachers (7 male and 27 female) ; and 8 unpaid cadets (5 maleand 3 female) : total, 117.

Teachees and Pupil-Teachers.—l have pleasure in reporting that the teachers in connection
with the Board are, as a rule, well qualified for their work, and that they have not relaxed their efforts
nor declined in efficiency. On the contrary, in most of the schools the work is energetically and
laudably performed with evenness and equality of progress. In general the pupil-teachers are
attentive, anxious, and painstaking. The bulk of their written papers at the annual examination are
distinguished by fulness and intelligence. Their conduct too is highly commendable, and many of
them make an excellent appearance in teaching a class before the Inspector, on the occasion of his
" surprise visits." This is due in a large measure to their having got careful training in theart of
teaching and in class management. And both as to acquirements and teaching-power they will,I think,
compare favourably with pupil-teachers in any other part of the colony.

Statistics of Individual Examination.—Followingthe course adopted in my former report
I have drawn out the subjoined tables, which embrace the following particulars : (1.) The number
of children on the roll in each school and in each county on the days of examination. (2.) The strict
working average for the past year. (3.) The number present. (4.) The number presented for a
formal pass in the several standards. (5.) The number that rose to a pass. (6.) The number that
failed to rise. (7.) The number that were raisedfrom alower to a higher standard in the course of the
year. (8.) The percentage raised. (9.) The number that passed in reading, spelling, writing,
arithmetic, grammar,geography, history, and sewing. (10.) The average age of the children in the
several standards. (11.) The number of children examined from one or other of the standard classes,
but who, from faulty classification or from other satisfactory reasons, were notpresented for a formal
pass, and of children not sufficiently advanced to be presented in Standard I. (12.) The whole
number examined.

Patea County.—ln this county there are 11 schools under inspection. These are officered by
8 certificated teachers (7 maleand 1 female) ; 6 uncertificated teachers (1 maleand 5 female) ; 7 pupil-
teachers (2 male and 5 female) : total, 21. The number of children on the roll on the days of
examination was 462 boys and 407 girls : total, 869. The strict working average for the year was 348
boys and 300 girls : total, 648. The number present was 387 boys and 31<8 girls : total, 735. Of these,
141 were presentedfor a formal pass in Standard I.; 129 in 11. ; 130 in III.; 31 in IV. ;13in V. ; and
7in VI.: total, 451. Of these, 13L rose to a pass in Standard I. ; in 11., 120; in 111., 114; in IV., 27;
in V., 12 ;in VI., 7 : total, 411. And there failed to rise in Standard I. 10 ; in 11, 9 ; in 111., 16 ;
in IV.,4; in V., 1 ; and in VI., 0 : total, 40. The number that rose from a lower to a higher standard
in the course of the year was 142 boys and 117 girls: total,239. Percentage raised, 831. There
passed in reading, 433 ; in spelling, 394$ in writing, 411; in arithmetic, 363 ; in grammar, 146; in
geography, 2GI; in history, 143; in sewing, 151. The total number of passes in these subjects was
2,332. The average age of the children presented for a formal pass in Standard I. was B'7 years ;in
11., 96 years; in 111., 115 years; in IV., 125 years; in V., 132 years; in VI., 137 years. The
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number of the children examinedfrom one or other of the standard classes, but who, from faultyclassifi-
cation, orfrom other satisfactory reasons, were not presented for a formal pass, and of children not
sufficiently advanced to be presented iv Standard 1., was 281, The whole number examined was 735.
Theseresults are an increase over the previous year of 119 on the roll ; 71 on those present; 27 on
those presented ; 103 on those raised ; a decrease of 76 on those who failed to rise; an increase of 74
on those raised from a lower to a higher standard; 129 per cent, on standard passes ; 515 on subject
passes ; 41 on those outside the standards ; and 71 on the whole number examined.

Wangantji County.—ln this county there are 17 schools under inspection. These are officered
by 10 certificated teachers (7 maleand 3 female) ; 12 uncertificated teachers (7 male and 5 female) ; 12
pupil-teachers (3 male and 9 female ; 3 unpaid cadets (2 maleand 1 female) : total, 37. The number of
children on the roll on the days of the examination was 076 boys and 666 girls : total, 1,343. The
strict working average for the year was 542 boys and 519 girls : total, 1,081. The number present
was 589 boys and 574 girls : total, 1,163. Of these, 192 werepresented for a formal pass in Standard
I.; in 11., 193 ;in 111., 194 ; in IV., 117 ; in V., 39 ; in VI., 2L : total, 756. Of these, 172 rose to
a pass in Standard I. ; 158 in II.; 159 in IU.; 101 in IV.; 34 in V.; and 20 in VI.: total, 644. And
there failed to rise in Standard I. 20 ;in 11, 35; in 111., 35; in IV., 16; in V., 5; and i n VI., 1 :
total, 112. The number that rose from a lower to a higher standard, in the course of the year, was
227 boys and 222 girls: total, 449. Percentage raised, 76. There passed in reading 723 ;inspelling,
622 ; in writing, 730 ; in arithmetic, 575 ; in grammar, 317 ; in geography, 454 ; in history, 273 ; in
sewing, 270. The total number of passes in thesesubjects was 3,961. The average age of the children
presented for a formal pass in Standard I. was B'4 years; in 11., 94 years; in 111., 115 years; iv
IV., 13 years; in V., 13"4 years; in VI., 141 years. The number of children examined from one or
other of the standard classes, but who, from faulty classification or from other satisfactoryreasons,
were not presented for a formal pass, and of children not suflicientlyadvanced to be presented in
Standard 1., was 399. The whole number examined was (1,155 +8) 1,163. These results exhibit an
increase above the previous year of 14 on those presented for a formal pass; 90 on those raised; a
decrease of 76 on those who failed to rise; an increase of 136 on those raised from a lower to a
higher standard ; 43 per cent, on standard passes ; 362 on subject passes ; and a decrease of 149
on those outside the standards ; but they show a falling-off on the roll of 136 (owing principally to
children under five years of age being struck out, and the tendency of parents at present to migrate
northwards), 133 on those presented, and 135 on those examined.

Eangitikei County.—ln this county there are 14 schools under inspection. These are officered
by 11 certificated teachers (7 male and 4 female) ; 6 uncertificated teachers (2 male and 4 female) ; 4
pupil-teachers (1 male and 3 female) ; 2 unpaid cadets (1 male and 1female) : total, 23. The number
of children on the roll on the days of examinationwas 419 boys and 367 girls: total, 786. The strict
working averagefor the year was 318 boys and 283 girls: total, 601. The number present was 383
boys and 336 girls: total, 719. Of these, 109 were presented for a formal pass in Standard I.; 126
iv II.; 127 in III.; 72 in IV.; 20 in V. ;6 in VI.: total, 460. Of these, 79 rose to a pass in
Standard I.; 82 in II ;77 in 111. ;41 in IV.; 18 in V.; 6 in VI.: total, 303. And there failed to
rise in Standard I. 30; in 11, 44; in 111., 50; in IV., 31; in V., 2; in VI., 0: total, 157. The
number that rose from a lower to a higher standard in the course of the year was 118 boys and 103
girls: total, 221. Percentage raised, 762. There passed in reading 419 ; in spelling, 384; in writing,
425; in arithmetic, 290; in grammar, 152; in geography,234; in history, 154; in sewing, 133. The
total number of passes in these subjects was 2,191. The average age of the children presented for a
formal pass in Standard I. was B'l years; in 11., 99 years; in 111., 117 years; in IV., 129 years; in
V., 137 years; in VI., 148 years. The number of the childi'eu examined from one or other of the
standard classes, but who, from faulty classification or from other satisfactory reasons, were not
presented for a formal pass, and of children not sufliciently advanced to be presented in Standard 1.,
was 259. The total number examined was 719. The results in this county, owing to changes in the
teaching staff and other untoward circumstances, are less satisfactory than those of theprevious year.
There is a decrease of 62 on those raised ; an increase of 80 on those who failed to rise; a decrease of
17 on those raised from a lower to a higher standard ; and 56 per cent, on standard passes. However,
there is an addition of 8 on theroll; 33 on those present; 20 on the subject passes; and 38 on the
whole number examined.

Manawatu County.—ln this county there are 16 schools under inspection. These are officered
by 11 certificated teachers (10 male and 1 female) ; 9 uncertificated teachers (6 male and 3 female) ; 11
pupil-teachers (1 male and 10female) ; 3 unpaid cadets (2 male and 1 female) : total,34. The number
of children on the roll on the clays of examinationwas 770 boys and 695 girls : total, 1,465. The
strict working average for the year was 566 boys and 510 girls: total, 1,076. The number present
was 687 boys and 6f4 girls: total, 1,301. Of these, 216 were presented for a formal pass in
Standard I.; 218 iv II.; 157 in III.; 86 iv IV.; 22 in V. ;10 in VI.: total, 709. Of these, 182 rose
to a pass in Standard I.; 165 in II ; 123 in III.; 66 in IV.; 21 in V.; 10 in VI.: total, 567. And
there failed to rise in Standard I. 34 ; in 11., 53 ; in 111.,31; in IV., 20; in V., I.; in VI., 0: total,
142. The number that rose from a lower to a higher standard in the course of the year was 178 boys
and 208 girls: total, 386. Percentage raised, 804. There passed in reading 651; in spelling, 564 ;
in writing, 660; in arithmetic, 532; in grammar, 2LB; in geography, 330; in history, 198; iv sewing,
184. The whole number of passes in these subjects was 3,337. The average atre of the children
presented for aformal pass in Standard I. was 92 years; in 11., 10"5 years; in 111., 114 years; in
IV., 127 years ; in V., 137 years ; iv VI., 142 years. The number of the children examined from one
or other of the standard classes, but who, from faulty classification or from other satisfactoryreasons,
were not presented for a formal pass, and of children not sufficiently advanced to be presented in
Standard 1., was 592. The totalnumber examined was 1,301. There has been during the past year
in this county an increase of 95 on the roll; 112 on the number present on the days of examination;
110 on the actualnumber of children presentedfor a pass ; 90 in the actualnumber of children raised ;
111 in the number of those raised from a lower to a higher standard ; 44 per cent, on the percentage
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raised; 568 in the subject passes; 116 in the actual number examined. The number that failed to
rise to a higher staudard has been slightly increased (30), but that increase is an index not of
inferior teaching, but of previous neglect.

Summaiiy.—The gross number of schools under inspection in the four counties is 57, and the staff
employed in them is as follows : Certificated teachers, 40 ; uncertificated teachers, 35 ; pupil-teachers,
34; unpaid cadets, 8 : total, 117. On the days of examination the rolls number was 2,327 boys and
2,135 girls: total,4,162. The strict working average for the year was 1,774 boys and 1,612 girls:
total, 3,386. There were present 2,016 boys and 1,872 girls: total, 3,918. There were entered on the
examination schedule, as for a formal passin the six standards, 2,508 ; but, of these, 132had to be struck
off as absent on the day of examination. The whole number actually examined for a formal pass was
2,376. Of these, 638 were presented in Standard I. ; 666 in II. ; 608 in III. ; 306 in IV. ; 91 in V. ;
44 in VI. Of these, 564 rose to a pass in Standard I.; 525 in II. ; 473 in III, ; 235 in IV.; 85 in V.;
43 in VI.: total, 1.925. And therefailed to rise in Standard I. 94; in 11, 141; in 111., 135 ; in IV.,
71; in V., 9; in VI., 1: total, 451. The number of children that rose from a lower to a higher
standard in the course of the year was 665 boys and 650 girls: total, 1,315. The percentageraised
was 80 1. The number that passed in reading was 2,226; in spelling, 1,964; in writing, 2,256; iv
arithmetic, 1,769 ; in grammar,833 ; in geography, 1,279 ;in history, 768 ;in sewing, 738. The total
number of passes in these subjects was 11,824. The average age of the children presented in Standard
I. was B's years ;in 11., 9 6 years ; in 111., 11 5 years ;in IV., 127 years; in V., 135 years ; in VI.,
142 years. The number of the children examined from one or other of the standard classes, but who,
from faulty classification or from other satisfactory reasons, were not presented for a formal pass, and
of children not sufficiently advanced to be presented in Standard 1.,was 1,534. The whole number of
children examined was 3,910 +8. Comparing these statistics with those in my former report, I find
that there is an increase in the number of children on the roll of 87 ; in the number present on the
days of examination of 88 ; in the number examined in the standards for a formalpass, of 159; in the
number that succeeded in rising to a pass, of 221; a decrease in the number that failed to rise of 42 ;
an increase in the number of those who rose from a lower to a higher standard in the course of the
year of 304 ;in the percentageraised, of 4 per cent.; in the number of passes in the standard subjects,
of 1,465; in the number of those examined outside the standards, a decrease of 83 ; and in the total
number examined, an increase of 90.

Remarks OS" the Foregoing Results.—(L.) As compared with those of 1880, the gross results in
this districtfor the past year exhibitan increase in the generalpercentageof passes in standards to the
extentof 4 per cent. Inalmostall the subjects improvement shows itself. This maybe said especially both
of arithmetic and of grammar; in the latter subject there has been the improvement for which, as I havo
again and again pointed out, there was very urgent need. The increaseof passes in arithmetic is 9 per
cent., and in grammar nearly 56 per cent. This is in itself very satisfactory. But the evidence of
increased efiiciency is reallystronger than it appears to be from the mere number of passes. For, from
Table V.,* it will be seen that thenumber of those presentedfor a formalpass has improvedin a much
greaterratio (7 percent.) than the percentagesof standardpasses. The important elementof increased
percentage of presentation must be taken along with the increased percentageof standard passes, if we
are to have a fair test of the efficiency of the work done in our schools. (2 ) Such favourable results
are the more gratifying to mo, because it has been frequently asserted that I have adopted a somewhat
high standard in judgingresults. The results are such as might have been expected, seeing that the
teachers noware, or should be, thoroughly conversant with the requirements of the staudards, and
acquainted with my modeof examining.

Reading.—The results may be considered satisfactory. Mechanical accuracy and fluency have
been reached ; but intelligentand expressive reading is still the exception in many of the schools. As
an ascertained way of giving style and expression to the reading, I set an especial value on thereciting
of selectportions of poetry and prose. Recitation in some of the schools is rendered with excellent
effect.■ Spellincl—ln spelling capacity the First, the Second, and even the Third Standard children
betray, as a generalrule, a considerable amount of deficiency. This, lam satisfied, would be removed
in great measure, did the teachers give a little more attention to the monosyllabic words, and employ
a, littlemore of their good common-sense in teaching it. In the upperstaudards, where spelling appeals
more to the eye and less to the ear than in the lower, it claims and gets a large share of the teacher's
attention.

Whiting.—Penmanship in most of the schools shows sustained progress. The slate-writing of the
Second and Third Standards has been gradually rising in quality. Here there is little room for
improvement. The handwriting of the other standards is often very good, but lam unable to speak of
it in the same terms of praise. Careless writing in the future will not be so leniently dealt with as it
has been in the past.

Aeithmetic.—As I have already shown, arithmetic, though in it there is a high rate of failure,has
participated in the general improvement. lam glad to note that notation and numeration are better
understood iv the lower standards, and that in the good schools the ability to successfully grapple with
what I call my " sense sums" (problems) is better developed in tho higher. These facts furnish
hopeful evidence of onward progress. Practical teachers know that all true work in arithmetical
teaching is really done in the first three standards. Here the foundation of all intuitive methods is
laid ; here accuracy, facility, and smartness are secured. These elementary processes are the leversby
which all arithmetical calculation is worked. And these especially should be indelibly impressed on
the minds of the children in the schools, irrespectively of standards. All subsequent teaching is
" special and technical" application of what has alreadybeen secured.

GtEAMMak.—The grammar results on the lines of the standard demands are, as I have already
remarked, veryfavourable. The advance cannot fail to be gratifying to all parties, for this important

* Not reprinted.
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branch of thestandard curriculum had hitherto been almost at zero. Theshortcoming may he accounted
for, in a large measure, by the fact that grammar is the only subject in which rote work is of no avail.
The teaching of arithmetic may be conducted in such a way as to involve only mechanical processes,
but the laws and rules of grammarwill not admit of being mechanically applied. Even the apparently
mechanical exercise of selecting from a passage the verbs, and the pronouns used as adjectives, demands
thought on the part of the Third Standard child. To parse a simple sentence correctly in the upper
standards, the children must think. Grammar in short is the exercise of " awakened intelligence," and
when skilfullyand progressively taught is a powerful instrument of mental development.

GrEOGßiPiir.—The impressing firmly on the memory by drawing of a thorough knowledge of the
map is thefundamental ideain teaching geography. Map-drawingfrom memory shouldbe more con-
stantly practised, and a less portion of the children's time, both in school and at home, taken up by
drawing elaborate copies of maps from the atlas. At the same time, it is necessary that attention
should be given to topographical detail. AVhen, e.g., one is told that " Turakina,, Foxton, Nelson, and
Napier " are thefour largest towns on the west coast of New Zealand, it is evident that there has been
defect somewhere in the teaching imparted. lam glad to say that this subject, though liable at times
to run into mere " list-learning," is in general better known than at the date of my last report, and, in
consequence, the results have improved.

Histobt.—The principal facts of the periods embracedin the several standards are now receiving
more attention from the teachers, and, in consequence, are more intelligently reproduced by the
children when under examination than formerly. Details should bo relegated to their proper place,
and kept in abeyance. The teachers might vivifythe lessons delivered by consulting some larger work,
and supplementing the fragmentaryand often unconnected events recorded in the text-books in general
use in our schools.

Sewing.—Needlework is taught with increasing skill in nearly all the schools where there is a
competent schoolmistress. The marks assigned for proficiency in this have in many instances raised
girls to a successful standard pass, who would otherwise have failed to rise. The sewed work sub-
mitted to me on the days of examinationhas to be vouched for by the teacher as having been donein
school. No value is given to work that is executed at home. The standardpasses in one or two schools
wouldhave been enhanced had the needleworkshown to me been worked in the teacher's presence.

Standards.—StandardI.: Inthis thechief shortcomings are tooearlypresentation, and imperfectly-
prepared arithmetic.—Standard 11. : Notation and numeration are generally weak points in this
standard. The most remarkable break-down however is in geography. With the exception of the
definitions, as a rule it is not well got up. The natural method of teaching geography, or that of
proceeding from the known to the unknown, appears to have been disregarded. Under such circum-
stances, when examining the children, I invariably showed how the subject should be handled.—
Standard III.: T?or this a more accurate knowledge of arithmetical notation, and methods of process,
is still a serious desideratum. As in Standard 11., geography is a stumbling-block. Natural methods
of teaching it seem to be ignored. The simplest question will sometimes puzzle a whole class, if it be
put out of the groove to which the children have been accustomed. The presence of failure is felt
most in Standards 11. and 111. In future, passes on the border-line of success or failure will not be
granted in them, because success in the upper standards must be conserved.—Standards IV., V, VI. :
A much larger proportion of presentation was made than in the previous year. The workin the
schools, however, is liable to be unduly depreciated because of the comparative fewness of the pupils
who reach the Fifth and Sixth Standards. But it should be clearlyborne in mind that pupils who have
passed well in Standards 111. and IV. will have learned what will be most useful to them in their life
work; and that it is not better teaching that will raise the numbers in those standards, but better and
longer attendance. The arithmetic papers of Standard IV. were not, as a rule, well worked. Those
of Standards V. and VI. were on a general level of excellence. The papers, pure and simple, on
grammar were not answered correctly enough in Standard IV. The parsing and analysis were
uniformly well done in Standards V. and VI. The analysis was generally better done than the
parsing. On the whole, I found that a steady progress had been made in this subject, and that a
firmer grip had been taken of it. In geography the maps were not by any means so good as they
should have been. Quantities of irrelevant matter were too frequently given in answer to book-work
questions. With the general results in history I had verylittlefault to find ; but those questions that
bore uponfacts were not so accurately or adequately answered as they should have been. The Sixth
Standard subjects are sufficiently elastic to allow of wide scope in them beyond what is needed for a
pass. I would suggest that scholars who pass in this standard, and then attend for another year,
might again be examined in it, proportionate advance being expected. Were it only to swell the
presentation, they should be scheduled. It seems to mo only reasonable that the teachers should be
creditedwith their further advancement, for they are often the best proof of the teacher's ability.

Discipline.—l notice a gratifying improvement in this all-important subject. Impulsive disci-
pline, though happily of rare occurrence, has not yet entirely vanished. Quiet submission to authority
and prompt obedienceto orders are dominantin most of the schools. Changes of lesson and dismissal
are effected with less noise and less waste of time than prevailed a year ago. The more steady and
obedientthe scholars are in theirbehaviour, the less fatiguing in proportion is my task as examiner.
The children, as a rule, behave better while under examination, and do not try to copy from one
another, or to get or give surreptitious aid. The inculcation of self-respect is the foundation of all
honour. Tidiness and politeness are not only characteristic of the schools in the centres of popula-
tion, but are being successfully fostered in the rural schools as well. I have to acknowledge the
unvarying courtesy with which I have been received by the School Committees, and by the teachers of
every class. It, Foulis, E.8.1.5.,

The Chairman of the Board of Education. Inspector,
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WELLINGTON.
Sir,— Wellington, 31st March, 1882.

I beg to present my eighth annual report on the condition of primary education in the
Wellington District. This report bears on the working results of forty-eight public schools, all of which
I have examined in the standards. I had previously visited all but Tenui for the purpose of inspection,
and without previous notice being given.

Moeal Instkitction.—I have generally had some special object in view in my accidental visits to
schools. Last year the subject of intellectualteaching was dealt with. This year my special mission
was to ascertain whether, and to what extent, any definite instruction was imparted in rules of lite and
action, in moralrectitude, wholesomehabits, and generally in such wise counsels as a parentshould give
to his child. In approaching the subject with the teachers I pointed out that, although the education
in the public schools was strictly secular, it was not the intention of the Legislature to exclude moral
teaching, and it was clearly the duty of every teacher, as far as he could, to act the part of the parent
in the school, and to give as much specific instruction as time would permit in subjects which, perhaps
above all others, educate and exalt the mind, and which tend to improve discipline and manners, and
to repress the spirit of lawlessness too common in the youth of the colony. I was met by the teachers
in a very kindly and sympathizing spirit. They informed me that, when any breach of discipline, any
rudeness, or any case of impropriety occurred, theytook occasion not only to reprove, but also to point
out, as a lesson to others, the gravity of the oiFence. In some few schools, I found that specific
instruction was given regularly in subjects of moral training. In others the subject-matter of the
reading-books was so enlarged upon by the teachers that the lesson became practically one bearing on
the whole duty of man to man. Thereading-books certainly abound in material of the kind, so much
so that I think, if the matter of the readers were well expoundedin every school, the children would
notbe lacking in moral precept. Now, although it is in home and out-door life that good manners,
good habits, and high principles are mostly acquired, yet it mustbe an immense gain to the community
that the youth of the colony are constantly directed and schooled to what is right. I have, therefore,
advised teachers of large schools to make due provision in the time-tables for regular and specific
teaching in suitable subjects, for which lessons should be carefully prepared ; and, in small schools, I
have suggested that the teacher should address all the children collectively, say twice a week, on such
subjects as I have indicated to him. On my second visit of examinationI was pleased to notice in the
time-tables that provision was already made to give moral instruction in small schools, in which the
matter had not hitherto received attention ; and I think most of the teachers of other schools are
giving the subject due consideration. In order to make my meaning clear both to the Board and to
the teachers as to what is intended by moral duties to be taught in schools, I have appended to this
report a small list of subjects suitable for lessons. I also made anentry in each school log-book asking
the teachers to give due attention to thisbranch.

Nttmeers Attending.—The number of childrenwho came up for examination this year is 5,763,
being 275 in excess of last year's number. The total numberof children on the books, 6,269, remains
about the same. There are six now schools in operation—atTe Aro, Wallace, Kaitoke, Wadestown,
Taueru, and Waihakeke; but one small aidedschool in theUpper Taueru has been closed. During the
past year many families have left the district, somefor employment in mines or on railways in Australia,
and some for new settlementin the Patea country. With an increase of five small schools, there is no
appreciable increase in the total numberon therolls. The compulsory Actis in force in only one or two
school districts,and there appear to be hundreds of children within easyreach of schools who do not
attend. Where a healthy public spirit is manifested in favour of educationalprogress, indifferent
parents are influenced by the popularvoice, and the children apparently catch the infection ; but in
some districts there is noleading spirit among the community, the greatest apathy prevails, and, unless
the teacher (as is sometimes the case) is a host in himself, education languishes. I have known the
greatest enthusiasm in school matters manifested during the time a new school is being started, and
as time goes by popular interest appears to'wane and the attendancefalls off.

Examination Results.—Of the actual work done in the schools during the past year I am happy
to be able to speak very favourably. The classification in the schools is considerably raised, the per-
centagenumber ofpasses madein the standards is satisfactory,and there is evidence that many children
are remaining longer at school than heretofore, and receiving a completeand thorough education. The
examination was made a little more difficult in the Third Standard, and perhaps a little less difficult in
the fourth. Except in a few schools the work in the two highest standards wasparticularly good this
year. Areference to the table of results attached to this report will show that 3,755 children came up
for examination in the standards, and that 2,772 passed, being 738 per cent, of those presented. Last
year 3,595 came up for examination, and 2,750, being 765 per cent., passed. Although there is a
falling-off of 27 per cent, in thenumber of passes made, the classification this year shows an increase
in all standards except the third, and this arises from the comparatively large number of failures this
year in that standard. The increased results in the Fifth Standard have more than made up for the
comparative failure in that standard last year. Taken as a whole, the examination results in schools
vary directly as the size of the school, the largest schools doing thebest work. There are altogether
4,051 children who are over eight years of age attending; and it is satisfactory to find that 3,887, or
within 164 of the number qualified by age, are actually classed in some standard.

Wellington City. Schools.—There are nowin the city six graded schools containing 2,325 pupils,
and threeinfant schools with 1,024children. I have neverknown the work of theseschools to be so satis-
factory, on the whole, as it is this year. All of them appear to be under good management; and,
althoughthere were decidedlyweak classes in the Mount Cook Girls' School, andrather a large number
of failures in the Mount Cook Boys' School, there was nothing which seriously reflected on the
management; for the former school has previously ranked high among the city schools, and in the
latter the attendance is far from good. In the other schools there was little to find fault with, and
much to commend. In all of themthe work of the Fifth and Sixth Standards was much improved, and
positively good; in most of them the work of the Third Standard proved the weakest. The Thorndon,
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Terrace, and Te Aro Schools show a very high classification of the pupils. lam on the whole pleased
with the working of the infant schools, as much more attractive and useful information is imparted,
and the management is exceedingly creditable. I am of opinion that the simultaneous method of
teaching reading is too much resorted to, and that a class should be broken up into small sectionsfor
individual practice under spare teachers during the time in which a large gallery-lesson is being given.
Simultaneous reading teaches expression; but careless pupils may escape observation, and may pay
little attention to the narrative.

District Town Schools.—ln the list of district town schools I include all schools beyond the
city which have not less than one hundred names onthebooks. There areeight schools in this classifica-
tion, containing 1,582 children. Of these, the Masterton, Carterton, and Taita Schools are the best.
Greytown, Featherston, and Lower Hutt Schools are doing satisfactory work. The Upper Hutt is in
an improved condition; but theKaiwara School, excepting the lowest classes, was weak. The master
of the Kaiwara School, who was only a probationer, having since resigned, I have reason to believe
that under the present management the work will improve. I shall also hope to see betterwork done
next yearat the UpperHutt. Theworkin thehigher standards at Featherstonand Greytown is below
the average. The Carterton School is in a high state of efficiency, the Third Standard class alono
showing any weakness. The work of the Fifth and Sixth Standards taught by Mr. Samuel himself
was, allround, as good as any I have seen—the writing, spelling, and arithmeticbeing excellent. This
school possesses the highest standard classification of the district town schools. The work of the first
assistants in the Featherston and Masterton Schools, which last year was weak, is much improved this
year. All these eight schools are at present fortunate inhavingwell-qualified, efficient, and experienced
teachers, who may, I trust, be relied upon to do good work year by year.

Cohntey Schools.'—-There are twenty-one country schools in operation, each having at least 35
children on the books and less than 100. Of this class the schools which have the best quality of
results this yearare, in order—Waihinga, Fernridge, Karori, Park Vale, Clareville,Opaki, Johnsonville,
and Kaitara. Grood work was done at Tawa, Ohariu, Judgeford, Korokoro, Pahautanui, and Gladstone.
The highest standard classification is shown in the Tawa and Fernridge Schools ; and a high classifica-
tion is manifested in the Kaitara, Korokoro, Judgeford, and Opaki Schools. The passes made this year
at Ilorokivvi Valley and Matarawa were few, but the classificationof the schools is good, and the passes
in previous years at the latter school have been much above the average. The Mauriceville and
Mungaroa Schools this year were weak, and better work will be expected. Also the Makara School
continues weak, the workthroughout being of poor quality, and the number of standard passes only 11
out of 34 presented. Of the two new schools, that at Kaitoke was in fair working order; that at
"Wadestown was under an inefficient teacher, who has since resigned.

litTKAii ScnoOLS.-—lncluding three new schools, there are ten schools of this class, each with less
than 35 children on the books. The three new schools at Waihakeke, Taueru, and Wallace were
fairly started. It is curious to notice how low the results are to begin with, considering that at
Waihakekea few good Carterton pupils bring with them their old classification. Of these schools
Kaiwaiwaihas the highest classification. With the exception of a little weakness at Waingawa and
Wainuiomata, the general condition of these schools is fairly satisfactory, and there is a decided
improvement apparent at Tauherenikau.

English, Written and Spoken.—l have commended the work done this year in the highest
standards. I could not fail to notice, however, that less marks were obtained in English grammarand
composition than in any other subject. Except in the Carterton and Te Aro Schools, very few candi-
dates obtained more than half marks in these subjects. They were, moreover, the weakest subjects in
the strongest schools. Nor did this failure to obtain high marks arisefrom the natureof the questions,
as I carefully framed the papers so that an easy composition alone would carry one-fourth the maximum
marks, and the other questions set rather discouraged than courted a very technical knowledge of
grammatical accidence. Much of the Third Standard failure this year is attributableto an inability on
the part of pupils to put togetherhalf-a-dozen short sentenceson a simple subject namedby the Inspec-
tor. In the Fifth Standard papers one question set required the candidates to correct a short sentence
containing one or two bad grammatical errors. This was correctedby only a few children, whose ears
were trained to correct speech. Questions in all standards on the meaning and use of words were
seldom well answered; and it was in many instances quite ridiculous to read the sentence constructed
by a pupil who was asked to frame one containing such an expression as "to set on foot." All this, to
my mind, points to the necessity of giving instruction in English, which is practically useful, and not
to waste too much time merely on parsing, analysis of sentences, and the accidence of language. A
composition exercise appears to me one of the most useful lessons of the day, and it should be an
every day's lesson. If well doneit is an exercise of good writing, good spelling, and original thought,
besides its grammatical value. Some teachers make too much labour of the work, by correcting
separately all the exercises of the class. Ido not think this is often necessary, if the mistakes of one
or two pupils are pointed out, explained on the black-board, and critically examined before the class.
I think the understandingof the analysis of simple sentences, and the use of conjunctions, is as much
knowledge of analysis as can ordinarily be taught. I find more errors in telling the parts of speech in
an ordinary sentence than in the full parsing. All the rules of parsing, all the practice in formal
analysis, ail the knowledge of the subdivisions of pronouns and adverbs, are of little or no practical
value if a pupil cannot construct a sentence showing that he understands the use of a common
phrase, ifhe cannot write a fair letter showing some originality of thought, and if he cannot give a fair
explanation in his own simple language of an ordinary passage from his reading-book. Then, again, I
doubt whether much will be done in our primary schools to produce good English on paper until
something is done to improve the spoken English of the scholars, and I might say of some of the
teachers. The influence of good example is here invaluable. I find in class work pupils are seldom
encouragedto give an answer at length, or to make anything approaching a short speech. Tims
would not admit of this being done to any great extent; but, although talking in any form appears to
be a bugbear in the eyes of teachers, I think a kind of discussion in class might occasionally be
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encouraged with a view to teaching the children to speak in good sentences, and some departure made
from the almost monosyllabic utterances in reply to questions often especially framed to be answered
in one word. It is a complaint made against public schools that boys learn to speakbadly, and I am
afraid there is some truth in the objection. In the past year I was visiting a country school and had
given a composition exercise to a class, and heard that classread, when a few minutes after all were
sent out into the playground. I noticed that one big boy, who had read fairly well, sounding the
aspirate, and who had written a tolerably good composition exercise, immediately fell in with others to
a gameat leap-frog. His first ejaculation was, " Old yer ed down." Another boy said, " Don't never
go no further ncr the top of the ill." The language of the playgrounds teems with such expressions.
If all teachers were to join in the games with the express object of trying to make a reformation in
this matter, something might be done. Any errors of speech in the schoolroom should of course be
carefully corrected.

Eablier Use or the Pen.—In my late examinationsI have given dictation on paper to Standard
IV. candidates, and also to Standards V. and VI. candidates. In the two highest standards the
grammar and composition have also been done on paper. I find, in Standards 111. and IV., that
pupils often write very well on a slate and comparatively badly on paper. The use of the pen should
begin in Standard 111., and much more written work than appears to be done at present should be
given in the higher standards. Also greater facility in writing with the pen is required, as the time
taken upin the grammarpaper by Fifth and Sixth Standardcandidates was more than should in future
be allowed. I purpose next year giving dictation on paper to Standard III.; arithmetic, dictation,
and grammarto Standard IV.; and to examine on paper in all the subjects in the two highest standards,
limiting the time allowed for each subject. Pupils will not be expected to do their work on paper
without making corrections ; but, when a correction is to be made in a word, the whole word should
be rewritten plainly. No correction in a letter in a word should be made by alteration of the letter,
as the word then becomes difficult to read, and the spelling is rendered uncertain.

Special Subjects.—Under this heading I include such subjects as do not form part of a standard
pass. They are singing, drawing, and science; also, sewing for girls, and drill for boys. These
subjects are all taught throughout the city schools, and generallyvery fairly taught; but Ido not
think any great amount of success will be achieved until professional teachers are appointed in each
subject to visit in each case the whole of the city schools, to direct the teaching, and to report from
time to time on the work done. Sewing is satisfactorily taught in most of the city schools; and drill
is well in hand at Mount Cook, where a cadet companyis formed, and at Newtown, Thorndon, and
the Terrace. Cadet companies have recently been formed at Greytown and Masterton. In all the
larger schools sewing is fairly taught, drawing is imperfectly taught, and singing with more or less
success. Onlya few of the country and rural schools are teaching any special subjects, except sewing;
and, of the larger schools, the Upper Hutt is most remiss in attention to the special subjects. I observe
some falling-off in the teaching of special subjects, particularly in some country schools. I find that
the best schools never neglect them, as they make a pleasant change in thecurriculum, and are liked
by the children.

The Attendance Question as affecting Eesuxts.—One of the gravest questions touching the
education system is thatbearing on the regular attendance of children. The success of a national
system, and the efforts of the most painstaking teachers,are largely being sacrificed to the thoughtless-
ness, cupidity, or dense ignorance of parents. Children are kept away from school because the
weather is too hot or too cold, to nurse a baby or pick potatoes, to mind a cow, or to do any trivial
thing which might be done out of school hours. No one but those constantly engaged in school work
can form the least conception of the indifference of many parents. Unless the State steps in to the
rescue of the children from the apathy of parents, much of the public expenditure on education will
be wasted. lam almost afraid to quote figures, as so few care to study them. I will, however,
analyze some of the schedules showing the attendance during the past year of children who have come
up for examination. I will take one or two of the very best schools, a few average schools, and one or
two in which the attendanceis low. The highest attendanceregistered is 447 half-days.

Prom this I think it is apparent that the number of very good attendants is small, and that 400
children out of 960 have attended so badly that no teacher could be expected to pass them in their
examination. It is also very striking to my mind how wide is the difference in two school districts,
such as Carterton and the Lower Hutt. How is it that children attend so well in some districts,and
so badly in others ? The people themselves have this question to answer. They should know that
what is worth doing at all, is worth doing well.

School. Number
Presented.

Number who
hare attended
400 Half-days

or more.

Over 300
and

under 400.

Over 200
and

under 300.
Under 200.

Terrace
Mount Cook Boys'
Lower Hutt
Carterton
Matarawa
"Waihinga
Waingawa

231
334
148
173
31
23
19

2

50

137
215
42
79
12
7
5

00
89
56
80
9
4
7

26
30
50
14
10

12 "i
Totals ... 960 64 497 262 137
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Teachees : Theih Selection and Training.—The Board have, on the whole, been fortunate in

the selection of their teachers. The weakness complained of last year in the work of assistants in large
schools was met with this year in only one or two instances, and several good new appointmentshave
been made. The cases of chronic weakness are few. I know nothing which contributes so much to
educational success as the careful selectionand training of teachers. The head teachers of our large
schools are in many instances highly certificated and very capable officers, and I have much pleasure in
bearingtestimony to their devotion to duty, and to their able administration. Cases are not wanting
in which the head teacher spends fully two hours a day more in school work than his service requires ;
and I am sure the present high classification of many schools is mainly due to the enthusiastic and
painstaking work of teachers who are anxious to do good work, and conscious of the fact that good
work will be duly appreciated. Many of our teachers have now received a goodtraining, some few in
training colleges, and some by a course of experience gainedby well-earnedand well-meritedpromotion
from school to school; and, of the latter class, not a few are in the front rankof the profession. It is,
for instance, a matter of congratulationto the service that the new head teacher of the Te Aro School,
Willis Street, who has been entirely trained as a teacher in the service, this year produced results
inferior to none in the city. The pupil-teachers, who, in many instances, are appointed from proba-
tioners who passed the Sixth Standard, are year by year improving in usefulness. The plan pursued
during the past year in the tuition of city pupil-teachers is workingwell, and possesses all the elements
of a collegiatecourse of training, bringing into the work the best and most varied teaching the Board
can command, and creating a class emulation impossible to obtain under the old system. Nor do I
think thepupil-teachers are overworked; on the contrary, some few are the reverse of energetic.

PresentmentDepined.—l have made no return of the children who, having.passed a standard
last year, were not presented in a higher standard this year. I find the number very few, seldom
exceeding a dozen in the largest schools. From very irregular attendance, dulness, or tender age
there will be a number of children in many schools who cannot be expected to pass a higher standard.
As some teachers are at a loss to know what children may be withheld and what may not, and in order
thatall schools may be on the same footing in the estimate of standard passes, I will ask teachersto
put down all names on the schedule of candidates for any standard, and to allow all to be presented.
Then, after the examinationis made, if I find that a candidate, who has failed', is more than one year
under agefor the standardin which he was presented, or if the candidate has made less than 250 half-
day attendances in the past year, I shall not look upon thatcandidate as an expected pass, and Ishall
cancel his name from the list presented. This, I think, will be perfectly fair to both parents and
teachers.

Weak Points.—For the guidance of teachers as well as for the information of the Board, I will
brieflypoint out some of the defects in school work and. management which came under my notice
during the past year. The simultaneous work in junior classes was generally much too loud, and I
should say distressing to the children's voices. Only one class reader is in use in manjr schools, and
consequently the subject-matter is known by heart. All the. city schools have two readers. I should
prefer threefor higher classes, one of which should be a history, to be occasionally used as a reader,
and one should be the property of the school. Exercises in English composition should be given more
frequently, and the subject should be taught in class on the black-board. A 6-inch globe, now
supplied to all schools, should be used in teaching geography to Standards 11. and 111. Word
knowledge in all classes is deficient. Some teachers should be more careful in their enunciation ; and
evenreading lessons may require preparation by junior teachers. I have heard a teacher say, "Ina
Lung division sum, three were right and three were wrung;" and another taught a whole class to
pronounce the word "morass"asif it were written morras with the accent on the first syllable. In
some schools slate lines for the younger classes are badly scratched by the parents or by the pupils
themselves. It should always be carefully done by the teachers. Children in certain country schools
arenot taught to break easy words into syllables, or to make any effort to find out the pronunciation
of a word. Time-tables and public school notices are in many country schools badly mounted. I
regret to find also that good new school-buildings are sometimes used by localbodies as drill-sheds, and
for other purposes neverintended by the legislature.

The Normal School.—ln accordance with instructions received from theBoard, I inspected and
examined the Normal School on the 27th and 28th days of October last. There were present ten
students in trainingas teachers, two holders of Board scholarships, and nine private students. I was
very favourably impressed with the system pursued, the arrangement of work, and the ability of the
instructors. In the viva voce work, which consisted of reading, analysis of sentences, word-meaning
and derivation, and the sense and force of the passages read, there was evidence of goodpainstaking
teaching. But, in the short papers given in arithmetic, spelling, grammar, and, in the case of private
students, in geography and history, the marks gained, except in spelling, were byno means high. lam
of opinion that the students, taken as a whole, are too young; and, with the exceptionof two or three,
the3r are not strong enough in their work to form very good material for the legitimate work of a
normal school. The institution, however, is in the first year of its existence, and another year may
bring an influx of candidates whose education is more advanced. Ten class lessons were given during
my visit, and in all cases the teachershad acquired in a degree a knowledge of their art. One or two
of the lessons gave evidence of skill, originality, and force. Mrs. Griffin's lecture on domestic economy
was interesting, showed careful preparation, and was well suited to the class. I was also present
during a lesson in singing given by Mr. Parker, who is not only an able musician, but also a skilful
class teacher. I find that drawing from models has notbeen taught, the Misses Holmes confining their
work to freehand. Mr. Holmes appearsa good teacherof practical geometryand perspective, although
at present little progress has been made. I have, &c,

Bobeet Lee,
The Chairman, "Wellington Education Board. Inspector,
2-E. Ib.
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Table of Results of Examinations.

HAWKE'S BAY.
Sm,— Napier, 31st January, 1882.

I have the honor to present a report upon the condition of the schools in the Hawke's Bay
Education District, and upon their progress during theyear ended 31st December, 1881.

No alteration has taken place since my last report in the number of schools under my inspection,
the opening of the Wallingford School in January being balanced by the closing of the Tarawera
subsidized School, which was brought about by the withdrawal of the Government capitation allowance
on children below five years of age.

Schools.—There are 32 schools in the district, employing 84 teachers, viz., 50 head or assistant
teachers and 34 pupil-teachers. The totalaccommodation in the 38 schoolhousea is sufficient for 3,516
pupils, which is equal to the largest number of children who have at any time been attending the
schools; but it should be remembered that eight of the buildings do not belong to the Board.

Buildings.—ln most of the districts where schoolhouses have been built within the past three
years the accommodationcontinues to be ample for present requirements. The only schools where
the attendanceis equal to the full capacities of the buildings are—Gisborne, Wairoa, Hastings, Clive,
Port Aburiri, and Ormondville. It will be remembered that an enlargement has only recently been
made at the latter place, but the rapid increase in the attendance will soon make another addition
necessary. The teachers' residences and schoolhouses which are the property of the Board are in good
order andrepair, with the exception of the schoolhouses at Ormond and Frasertown, and the teacher's
residence at Patangata, which are somewhat dilapidated. The out-offices are generally clean and tidy,
and the school grounds, with one or two exceptions, are substantially fenced.

Attendance.—The increase in the attendance at the schools does not show a very marked advance
on that of last year. The average weekly number on the registers was 2,980 in 1880, and 3,164 in
1881, or an increase of 61 per cent., and the average attendance was 2,250 in the former year and
2,348 last year, or an increase of 43 per cent. It is a strange circumstance that the average weekly
number on the registers, and the average attendance in the schools throughout the district, reached
their highest point during the first quarter of the year, since which time the averageattendance has
continued to diminish to a very material extent. In some measure this is to be accounted for by the
marked falling-offin the attendance at the Napier and Gisborne Schools, measles and scarlatina having
been very prevalent in those districts,hut, as the epidemics have been local, they certainly will not
account for the great difference between the March and December quarterly attendances. On a
perusal of the returns from each district,and a comparison between them and the attendance of pupils
as shown in the examination schedules, I am againforced to declaim against the greatest drawback to
school progress,viz., " irregular attendance." At Porangahau andBlackburn the attendance hasbecome
a mere shadow of what it was eighteen months ago, and at Norsewood and Matawherothe attendance
is such as to call for the special interference of the Board. I have no hesitation in stating that the
attendance at each of theseplaces ought to be at least double what it has been during the past year.
But there is another aspect of this question which, I think, deserves consideration. I have not the
tables at hand giving the number of boys and girls in the Hawke's BayEducation District, as shownby
the census returns, but I presume that the number of each is nearly the same. The case is very
different, however, when seen by the followingattendance statistics :—
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33

IV.
307
157
99
16

V.
205
84
48

8
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33
16
5
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746
475
104
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Prom this table it will be seen that in the matter of attendance at school the boys predominate
over the girls to the extent of 144 per cent., and that the difference is further increased to 205 per
cent, when the regularity of both is taken into account. In order to point out still further the
irregularity that prevails in the district, I have obtained returns showing the number of first and
second class certificates of attendance gained by pupils from among the 4,609 children who have been
present at all during the year ending 3lst December, 1881, in accordance with section 79 of the
Education Act. From these returns it appears that there were 23 schools where no first class
certificates of attendance were gained by pupils; 18 schools where no second class certificates were
gained; 15 schools where neither first nor second class certificates were gained; and altogether
only 19 certificates of the first class and 50 of the second class were gained throughout the
district, and of these the boys gained 43 and the girls 26. Surely such facts as these ought to
be sufficient to show that the time has arrived for the introduction of compulsory attendance, pure
and simple, as it is clear that irregularity prevails to an enormous extent in this district, and
among the girls much more than the boys. Further, it is evident that at least 300 girls of
school age are constantly kept at home in the Hawke's Bay District who ought to be attending
and receiving instruction at school were not section 89 of the Education Act a dead-letter. These
girls, whose influence on another generation will be so much felt, for good or evil, are growing
up in ignorance of the commonest elements of instruction, and this in a land where so much of its
materialprosperity must depend on the intelligenceas well as on the energy of its people. Each visit
I make to the schools in this district my conviction grows stronger that the School Committees, with
their limited means, can do littleor nothing to check the growth of irregularattendance, and policemen,
whose districtsrange from fifteen to twenty miles, are unable to aid to any extent those Committees
who might desire to enforce the attendance at school of children whose parents appear indifferent and
neglectful. I sincerely hope that the question of irregular attendance will be considered by theBoard
as its importance demands. For the past four years I have made it mybusiness to watch carefullythe
effect of irregularity upon the results in the schools, and I am convinced thatone-half of the teachers'
difficulties in school work may be referred solely to the indifference 'of parents as manifested by the
irregularity of their offspring at school.

Examination. —Passing now to the work of examination, I have to report that all the schools
have been examined in accordance with the Government standard regulations. The number presented
for examination, the number examined, and the number who passed, will be found in the following
tabulations:—

The results here given when compared with those of last year show a large increase in the
numbers who have passed the standard requirements, and no doubt this increase would have been
still larger had all those who were presented on the examinationschedules been at school on the day
of examination. This increase in the number of passes during 1881 by no means represents the
absolute gain for the year. It is in the quality of the work as well as in the quantity that progress has
to be measured, and last year stands well in this respect. In 1880, 93 children in Hawke's Bay
passed Standard IV., 25 passed Standard V., and none Standard VI.; but last year 140 children
passed in Standard IV., 37 in Standard V., and 10in Standard VI. Iwould point out that in my
standard examinations every boy or girl who has passed the necessary tests has obtained at least 60
per cent, of the marks obtainablein the examination. The number 10 is my standardof excellence in
each subject, and, instead of passing or failing a boy in any subject, I merely give a number varying
between 1 and 10, which represents my judgment of his qualifications in that subject. The marks are
afterwards totalled up, and, if 60 per cent, of the total marks obtainable have been gained, no matter
in what subjects, the boy passes the standard examination. By thus estimating the capabilities of
children with a number, teachers know in what subjects their pupils have done well or the reverse,
and the progress of each pupil in each subject can be traced through a series of years; but, what is of
moreimportance still,individuality as far as possible is promoted—a feature which, I very much regret
to say, is rapidly disappearing from our schools. Although there has been a great advance in thework
done in the schools, much yet remains to be done. In Table B* appended to this report, which gives a
summary of the standard results in each school, it will be seen how verylow relatively is the percentage
of passes to the number of children attending school. The highest percentage was at Havelock, where
62 per cent, of all the children in the school passed my reading, writing, and arithmetic tests, and the
lowest was at Patutahi, where only 19 per cent, of the children passed in those subjects. This will

* Not reprinted,
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show how wide still is the gulf which must be bridged before children ignorant of reading, writing,
and arithmetic are the exception instead of the rule in this district.

School Work.—Coming now to the character of the work done and to the methods employed by
teachers in the preparation of the class subjects, there is reason in many instances to feel satisfied with
the work which has been accomplished during the year. The necessary attention paid by School
Committees to thewelfare and prosperity of the -chools I look upon as one of the most fnvourable
omens for the future. At no previous examinations have I seen such interest taken by the Chairmen
and members forming the School Committees, and at no time previously have I seen so many signs and
marks of progress. School grounds have been cleared, trees and shrubs are beginning io adorn the
borders of many of the school grounds, and, best of all, gymnasticapparatus has been provided in some
of the larger schools, and all has been done by the self-reliance of the Committees themselves. Men
who so work deserve to have good schools, for they inspire their teachers with confidence, and I am
convinced that many of the detects in our worst schools would disappear, if only the teachers and
Committeesof them realized the importance of the duties they are called upon to perform. Wherever
reasonable intelligence is brought to bear upon the school and its surroundings, there I find all the
elementsof a successful school. Go whenyou will into such schools, there is the busy hum thatbetokens
activity and diligence 'there is no need for special preparation to meet the Inspector, no apologies
for " small school to-day," no excuse why the lessons being given are not in accordance with the time-
table, and no evidence of neglect in and about the school-buildings. Bad habits make bad teachers
and bad schools, and Committees indifferent to the welfare of their teachers and children engender the
bad habits. Best among the schools in the district are the Napier and Gisborne, closely followed by
Havelock, Takapau, Ashley Clinton, Hastings, Taradale, and in a less degree by Woodville, Petane,
Ahuriri, Hampden, and Wairoa. In the preparation of the class subjects, I fear that very often failure
is brought aboutby overlooking the necessity of thoroughness in the earlier standardwork. It cannot
for a single moment be doubted that children close upon nine years of age ought to be fully capable
of passing the requirements of Standard 1., and yet 16 per cent, of the children presented for
examination in this standard, and of the average age of eight years ten months, failed to reach my
standard test. In Napier the whole 53 children who were presented passed the examination most
efficiently,and in Gisborne 32 out of 33 so passed. But in these schools the young children are taught
to read with a certain amount of intelligence before they are draftedfrom the infants' department to
prepare for Standard 1., and in this respect teachers in charge of country schools, where infants and
adults are workedin the same room, labour under very great disadvantages. Much as I approve and
desire the extension of infant training under proper conditions, I believe that the mixing of infants
and adults in the sameroom for teaching purposes is an unmitigated evil, retarding the progress of the
latter and injuring the bodies and minds of the former. Further, I am convinced that it would be
a great gain from an educational point of view, and therefore from a pecuniary point of view, if the
same amount of capitation grant which is now paid for the training of children in country schools
between the ages of five and fifteen years were paid on children between seven and fifteen years of
age ; in other words, that the capitation grant in country schools were so increased that all children
below sevenyears of age could be excludedfrom attendance at school. Certainly the education given
in the country schools would be much better, and the dumb show which the little children are com-
pelled to practise during the progress of important work in the upper classes, though opposed to their
nature, would disappearfrom among the list of educational cruelties still practised in this nineteenth
century.

Eeadino.—Of the standard subjects examined, reading is still one of the least satisfactory in
its results. I fear some teachers consider that their children are prepared for the standard examination
if theycan pass through tho reading-book at a kind of dog-trot. It is necessary to point out, however,
that dull, monotonous, and often inaccurate reading is not sufficient to comply with the standard
requirements, which state that children must read with intelligence,and this will never be obtainedas
long as teachers do not attach more importance to the preparation of this subject. No lesson, in my
opinion,requires greater care and preparation than that of reading. Upon it depend spelling and
dictation, word-meaning, composition, and grammar,and, if it is indifferentlytaught, the subjects which
hinge upon it must of necessity be imperfect also. I feel sure that the results in this subject would
not be so disappointing as they often are if teachers would keep in view the four stages which must be
passed through in the mastering of every reading-lesson. These stages are—l. The familiarizing of
words already though imperfectly known; 2. The mastering of all new words in the lesson ; 3.
The explanation of phrases and allusions in the lesson; 4. Practice in style, by which I mean mode
of delivery, liveliness,expression,accuracy. I confess much might be urged againstsomeof thereading
books in use. As recently stated by Lord Norton in the House of Lords, "In teaching children the
art of reading you must give them something to read. The present reading-books are too much in the
way of grabbing desultory scraps of science without any sequence." I consider that no school should
be withoutnarrativereading-books, such as Scott's " Tales of a Grandfather," Johnson's " Easselas,"
and Goldsmith's " Vicar of Wakefield;" and this leads me again, as I did three years ago, to express
a hope that School Committees will endeavour to establish school libraries for the benefit of the
children in their districts, as, next to physical training, nothing so aids the work of the teacher in the
formation of character among his pupils as reading good books.

Writing.—On the whole writing is fairly taught. The generaladoption of Vere Foster's copy-
books, and the importance which I attach to clean and well-arrangedexercise-books, have given a great
impetus to the teaching of this subject, and thereare nowfew schools where the writing is really bad.
Carerather than thought is required in teaching the subject, and I must say that some of our teachers
exhibit this quality in a marked degree.

Spelling.—l have little to say on this subject further than I said two years ago. As in reading,if teachers would remember that spelling is a mental test only, and dictation a sight test as well
as a mental one, and that the lattertest requires 'the eye to be trained to distinguish in script form
words already known to the eye in their printed form, and would act upon this principle, not only
would their work become easier, but the results would be far better than they are now.
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Arithmetic. —The arithmetic has Improved somewhat during the year, but even now thefailures

aremore numerous than in reading and writing combined. Napier and Gisborne are the only schools
where the subject is taught with real success. The majority of failures occur in Standards 11. and
111., although in a few schools scarcely a pupil passed in any of the standards.

History, Geography, and Grammar.—Last year I referred at length to the teaching of history,
geography, and grammar. These subjects are taught in all schools where there are pupils above
Standard 11. In country schools at least I could wish that they were optional, for certainly the work
is so unsatisfactory, and so much time is taken away from other subjects of pressing importance, that
the bits of this and bits of that, all indefinite in themselves, which the children manage to scrape
together, forcibly reminds one of the lines used by Lord Selborne in a recent address to students
against that kind of superficiality which is produced by attempting too many things—

" He could not reap, he could not sow,
I^or was lie wife at all,

For very many arts lie knew,
But badly knew them all."

Until history, geography, and grammar are 1 aught so as to encourage and stimulate children to
examine +br themselves the principles which underlie each of these subjects, and to deduce therefrom
general laws relating to change and development,but little good will ensue, and this cannot well be
attempted in small schools where at the most four pupils are presented as high as Standard IV., and
the teachers aremainly occupied in the preparationof children in the lower standards.

Extea Subjects.—Extra subjects, as singing, recitation, and drawing, were attempted in most
schools, but in few only are the results of any real merit. Napier, Gisborne, Matawhero, Ormond,
and Hastings stand pre-eminent in the teaching of singing, the children in the upper divisions of these
schools being able to sing part-songs from music written upon the black-board. In theNapier School
political economy and physiology were also taken as special subjects, the former by StandardsV. and
VI., the latter by Standard IV. The pupils in both cases acquitted themselves well, and I could wish,
that thesesubjects were taken up generallyin the schools of this district, for their importance asbearing
upon the after-lives of the children can hardlybe over-estimated.

Pcjpil-Teacheks.—l cannot conclude my report without drawing the attention of the Board to
the wants of the pupil-teachers. In 1878 I suggested, as an incentive to promising boys and girls to
become pupil-teachers, " that a bonus be offered of £20 or £30 to each pupil-teacher who completed
his or her apprenticeship with credit and passed the entranceexaminationof oneof the training colleges
in New Zealand." Several of the pupil-teachers will have completed their full service of four years in
July next, and a number of others in the following July, and I think something should be done on
their behalf. I should indeed be sorry if their careers as teachers ended at the expiration of their
engagements under the Board. Theyhave, without exception, done good work, and I should very
much like to see them go forward in the profession they have chosen for themselves. If the Board
drew the attention of the Minister of Education to the matter,possibly training college scholarships
might be established specially forpupil-teachers in districts where there are no training colleges. That
such a plan would greatly benefit this district, as far as the teaching supply is concerned, there is not
the least doubt, and certainly it would afford a means of assisting diligent and deserving young persons
in pursuing a career which, I fear, will soon be closed to them unless something is doneon their behalf
in the direction here pointed out. I have, &c,

The Chairman of the Education Board. H. Hill, Inspector.

MAELBOEOUGH.
Sib,— ■ 12th November, 1881.

I have the honor to submit to you my report on theMaryborough public schools for 1881. I
have examined twenty-two schools, the number of scholars present at examination being 1,037. The
total number on the rolls at the same datewas 1,247, as against 1,122 in 1880. Six hundred and ninety-
one scholars were presented for standards; 553 passed, the percentage for the district being 80, or 2
per cent, more than was obtained last year. In addition to the table showing the average age at which
the children in each school have passed the several standards, I have prepared a statement showing the
number of failures in each subject.*

On the whole, there is now little to find fault with in the teaching of reading, geography, and
history. The spelling is not quite so good. Having found it necessary to censure with some
severity, in my last year's report, the very general neglect in the art of letter-writing, I have the
more pleasure in acknowledging the marked improvement that has been effected in this important
subject.

I regret that my strictures on the handwriting have not been followed by any adequate im-
provement in the copy-books. Here the record of passes and failures is misleading. Although the
actual failures amount to only seventeen,it must be explained that many scholars have barely escaped
rejection, and that scores of passes may be said to have satisfied only the minimum of requirement.
As I do not believe that any natural incapacity for writing tolerably well exists in more than one in a
hundredof thosewho have the full use of their eyes and right hands, I intendtrying at my nextexamina-
tion the effect of greater strictness in granting passes for writing. I have a strong suspicion that most
of the blots, mis-spellings, and half-formed letters that now so frequently offend the eye are quite
avoidable where teachers and scholars are alike in earnest. I believe, further, that the vast majority of
boys and girls of, say, twelveyears old can, if theychoose, writea neat, round, legible hand, thebasis of a
good current hand. I have only to point to the example of two or three schools in this district—such
as Eenwick, where slovenly copy-books areunknown—toprove that this can be done whereproperpains
are taken, and where the master knows his business.

Of the discipline andgeneral tone of the Marlborough schools I can speak in veryfavourable terms.
* Table and statement not reprinted.
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G-ood humour, combined with ready obedience, prevails everywhere, and it appears to me that moat of
the teachers have now acquired the difficult art of enforcing strict discipline without resorting to
anything like harshness. In one point, however, closely connected with discipline, there is greatroom
for improvement. The attendance on examination-days falls far short of what it ought to be.
Although my visits were made, with two or three exceptions, in perfectly fine weather and after ample
notice had been given, no less than 210 scholars, more than a sixth of the number on the roll, failed to
appear.

To discuss the general merits and defects of the present system of examinationby standards would
be apure waste of time. For good or for evil that system has nowfairlytakenroot in this colony. But,
without touching on the larger question, I must deplore a growing tendency, not only on the part of
the generalpublic but on the part of many teachers who ought to know better, to gauge the success or
failure of a school exclusively by the tables of results. The " sweet simplicity" of a list of passes and
failures,which make but slight demands upon the time and thought of a reader, appears to obscure if
it does not altogether efface the impression made by an Inspector's detailedestimate of each school,
which, unfortunately, must deal with troublesomelimitationsand qualifyingcircumstances. It is wiser
to try to make the best of this apparently inevitable tendency than to complain about it. And although
the record of passes and failures, taken alone, can never present a complete picture of the state of a
school, some improvement may be effected in this direction by a more rational system of presenting
scholars for the several standards than that which now prevails. The two worst faults committed by
teachers in this respect are: (1.) The bringing forward for standards of children who have not
"attended with reasonable regularity," or who are naturally backward; and, (2.) the presenting of
scholars for theFirst Standard at too early an age—a mistake at the outset, the consequences of which
usually extend throughout the rest of the victim's school life. lam constantly being compelled, in
spite of my repealed protests, to pass children of little more than six years of age, who, though unde-
niably able to fulfil the very simple requirements of the First Standard, after a more or less prolonged
struggle with the increasing difficulties of the higher standards break down at last, undergoing in the
meantimemuch suffering themselves,besides causing unspeakableannoyance to their teachersand their
examiner. There is no conceivable excusefor this oft-repeated act of folly. No stress in this respect
is put upon teachers by the Education Department—none, certainly, in this district by the Board
or its Inspector. On thecontrary, so far as lam concerned, I have steadily discouraged thepresenting
of scholars who are either of tender years,or who cannot pass with ease. If this canon, which is laid
down very distinctly in theregulations as to standards, were universally adhered to, and if no scholar,
however precocious, were presented even for the First Standard before he had completed his eighth
year, the number of doubtful or partial passes, which fill so large a space in the examinationschedules,
would be marvellously reduced, and a pass would mean something more than it does at present. It
ought not by this time to be necessary to repeat that a teacher need not restrict the work of a class to
the bare work of the standard taken up,but that the average of attainment should be considerably in
advance of that minimum.

"With regard to the amount of irregularity of attendance which would justify a teacher in not
presenting a scholar, something more definite seems to be required than the expression used in the
regulations, "reasonable regularity," if one may judgeby the very varying practice of teachers in this
respect. I am not unaware of the danger of laying down a hard-and-fast rule, but suggest that it
ought not to be incumbenton a teacher to present for a higher standard any scholar whose attendance
during the twelvemonths before the examinationfalls short of G5 per cent. A teacher can hardly be
held responsible for the progress of one who has been absent during more than a third of the school
year.

I am by no means disposed to underrate the difficulties attendant on the passing of a scholar
through a higher standard every year; but these difficulties have been absurdly exaggerated, especially
by teachers. Take, for example, the Fourth Standard, which appearsto be the chief stumbling-block.
I have goodreasonfor believingthat theexamination papers setin the Nelson and MarlboroughDistricts
are, on the whole, about equal in point of difficulty to those set in other parts of the colony. The two
subjects which tax most severely the powers of the scholars—leaving out of account history—are,
undoubtedly, grammar (including composition) and arithmetic. But all that a candidate need do to
obtain a pass in the latter subject is to work correctly three out of six sums, including a question in
practice, another inreduction, and the making-out of a tradesman's account, containing four or five
items. In grammar the candidate is required to name the parts of speech in a short sentence, to
decline a pronoun, to give the degrees of comparison of half-a-dozen adjectives, and to write a short
letter on some familiar subject. Surely a boy in his thirteenth year, who, having probably attended
school for six or seven years, cannot manage at a pinch, to do so much as this, is either a hopeless
dullard or has been miserably taught.

If this view of the real value of a bare pass be the true one, it follows that the effusive rejoicings
of parents and the jubilations of teachers that usually follow the passing of a large percentage of
scholars are altogether out of place. For the teachervoluntarily states, in effect, when entering the
names of his scholars on the examination schedule, that they areable, in his opinion, to satisfy the
requirements of the several standards, as interpreted by the Inspector. And at this stage there ought
to be no doubt as to these. The work does not vary or increase in difficulty, but is just what it was
three years ago. If the performance of a large proportion of the candidates falls short of what has
been promised on their behalf, this must be set down, I fear, not to the inseparable difficulties of
the standards, but to causes for which the teacher has himself only to thank. In mauy cases he has
obviously overrated the attainments of his scholars : frequently he persists in presenting scholars who
have attended very badly, and who are, therefore, foredoomed to failure. Sometimes he yields, against
his better judgment, to the importunity of parents, who pester him to " push their children on," by
which is usually meant the placing them in a higher class than they are fit for. But all this does not
affect my proposition that the passing of a large percentage of scholars is not, taken by itself, a fit
subject for glorification. To boast of having obtained 90 per cent, of passes is much as if a tradesman
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were to plume himself on havingpaid 19s.in thepound. The best that can be said for either teacheror
tradesman (so far as regards the isolated fact in question) is that each has nearly, but not quite,
fulfilled his engagements.

I append abrief summary of my opinion as to the present state of each school.
* # #* # * # #

It will be observed that myreport on the aided schools is uniformly favourable. It is not easy to
over-estimate the good that is being doneby these well-taught and well-conducted establishments, in
remote spots where the school is almost the only humanizing and refining agent.

"W. C. Hodgson,
The Chairman of the Education Board. Inspector.

NELSON.
Sic,— 22nd December, 1881.

I have the honor to lay beforeyou my report on the public schools in this district for the
year 1881. Sixty-nine schools arenow at work, 66of which have been visited twice during the year, my
examination being made at the second visit. Thenumber of scholars on the rolls of these schools when
they were examined was 3,963, the numberpresent being 3,354. These figures correspond veryclosely
to those obtained last year. As the returns for the December quarter will not all be in for some time,
I have thought it best to complete my report without waiting for them, especially as theywill not differ
materially from those sent in at the end of September, which show 4,062 on the roll, and 3,109 in daily
average attendance. The proportion of passes for the district is less by 10 per cent, than it was last
year. Ido not attribute this to any general falling-offin the quality of the teaching, but rather to the
fact that many very young children were pushed through the First and Second Standards two years
ago, who, as I anticipated, are now found unequal to the work of the higher standards. The penalties
for this kind of mistake, in the shape of disappointmentand loss of reputation, are so sharp and so
certain that I do not think they will be incurred by many of our teachers, after the disagreeable
experiences of this year.

Aided Schools.—These are becoming an increasingly important feature in our system. Eight
arenow at work, several more being nearly ready for opening. That they have done good work in
remote districts, where no other means are possible of getting the children taught at all, cannot be
denied. But they should be regarded only as the pioneers of something better—as makeshifts, in
short, until the neighbourhoods in which they are placed are constituted school districts. Nor do the
arrangements by which the teachers of aided schools are appointed seem to be quite satisfactory.
Looking to the character of the appointments that have been made in some of these schools, I am of
opinion that the Board ought notto entirely surrender the power of selecting teachers, as at present, to
the parents of the scholars. So long as the school-work is of the most elementary description, the
mischief done by the employment of a comparatively ill-educated teacher is not very apparent (though
it still exists), but as the children advance their progress must necessarily be arrested by the limited
powers of their instructor. And this may well come to pass long before a neighbourhood is populous
enough to be made a school district. It is true that a certain check upon gross incompetence is
imposed by the knowledge that the grantwill be withdrawn if the scholars are not taught to the satis-
faction of the Inspector ; but prevention would, for many reasons,be preferable to aremedy that, in
practice, is found to be slow, and not always easy of application. I suggest that, in future, no one be
appointed to an aided school who has not undergone an examination which, without being at all severe,
shall at leastbe a safeguard against absolute incompetence. It is surely not unreasonable to require
that a person to whom the instruction of some twenty children is intrusted shall be not inferior, in
point of litorary attainment, to our probationers.

Probationers.—A modification of the plan of employing probationers recommended in my last
report has been adopted by the Board, and is now getting a fair trial, three appointments having been
made in town, two in country schools. The former only have been long enough at work to enable
me to form an opinion as the probable success of the scheme. In point of aptitude at learning the
practical part of their business, and of ready compliance with the directions of the head-teachers under
whose charge they are placed, these girls have fulfilled my expectations. As to anotheressential part
of the scheme—failing which, indeed, the whole fabric falls to the ground—their home preparation for
the E examination of teachers at the expirations of the three years' trial, I cannot speak with the same
degree of confidence. It is to be hoped that probationers will clearly understand that assiduousstudy
must go hand in hand with increase of skill in the art of teaching, if they are ever to rise above the
mere drudgery of the service. The leisure left them by their present occupation is so ample, and the
demand made upon their intellectual faculties so slight, that no excuse for unpreparedness at the end
of their time ought to be accepted. It would be humiliating if the experiment of voluntary self-
improvement were to break down from sheer indolence, and it should become necessary, after all, to
resort to the system of enforced study.

Position op Teachers—Removals.—After what must have appeared, in several instances, to
those more immediately interested, a tedious delay, a change has been made in the teaching staffof the
six schools that certainly stood at the bottom of the list in point of efficiency. In three of these—
Appleby, Collingwood, and Addison's Plat—the good effects of the new appointments are already
conspicuous, and there is no reason for anticipating a less favourable result in the remaining three,
to which fresh teachers have been only recently appointed. The occasion seems opportune for showing
what is the present practice as regards the removal of negligent or incompetent teachers, and for
estimatingits effects on the welfare of our schools. It is the more necessary to do this because an idea
has been industriously disseminated, and has gained pretty general credence, that teachers of public
schools are harshly treated, and are at the mercy of the caprices of School Committees. Such a belief,
if unchallenged, must have a deterrenteffect on persons wishing to enter the service. As a matterof
fact, there arefew classes of people whose tenure of office is hedged in by so many safeguards, both, of
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law and public opinion, as that of a teacher of a public school in this colony. Except for gross
immorality, no teacher can be dismissed without receiving three months' notice,and then only with the
concurrenceof his School Committee and the Education Board. But it is rarely indeed that matters
get as far as a dismissal. What usually happens is this : After one, or, it may be, two adverse reports
from the Inspector, supported, as a rule, by a letter of complaint from the Committee, a teacher is
requested to resign, when he frequently contrives to extract from his Committee (only too anxious to
get rid of him at any cost) a testimonial. Armed with this, he too often succeeds in inflicting his
incapacity on someunsuspecting community far-remote from the scene of his past failure. My own
experience as teacher and as Inspector dales back twenty-five years, but I can call to mind scarcely
a single case during that period of wrongful, or even of harsh, dismissal. On the contrary, a score of
instances occur to me in which teachers have been retained long after their unfitness had become
matter of notoriety. It is not unreasonable to ask, how many days' grace would a merchant allow a
salesman who failed to make sales ? Or for how many hours would a bank clerk retain office who
could not make his books balance ? I have no hesitationin asserting that an amount of habitual
negligenceon the part of teachers in the making-out of the simplest returns, and a disregard of the
plainest instructions in the matter of examinations, such as would insure the instant dismissal of the
delinquents in almost every other path of life, is visited,in this district at least,with no severer penalty
than a mildrebuke. The truth is,both parents, Committees,Boards, and Inspectors are only too ready
to overlook almost any conceivable defects of temper or conduct in a teacher who will do fairly well
the workhe is paid to do. But the question has another side. Who is to compensate the unfortunate
children for the irrevocable years wasted, for the opportunities lost, for the bad habits formed, that
may affect the whole of their future lives ? It is an easy matter to win a cheap reputation for good-
nature at the expense of justice to that part of the community which is leastable to protect itself.
Although a prompter and more vigorous action has been taken during the past twelve months than was
formerly the case, I believe that the interests of education have suffered, and still suffer, from the
apparently almost insuperable difficulties and delaysthat beset the act of getting rid of a notoriously
unprofitable servant. No section of the community is more deeply interested in purging its ranks of
unworthy members than teachers of proved capacity. To go no further, the continuance in the service
of even a few.negligent or incapablepersons has a powerfrll effect in depreciating the general rate of
remuneration. Appeals for increase of salary are met, and will continue to be met, however unfairly,
by pointing to the black sheep of the flock, who are undeniably overpaid. To reward exceptional
merit, in a general system, however simple a matter in theory, in practice is both difficult and
invidious. And in teaching, as in many other occupations, it is unfortunately, the worst workman,
not the best, who regulates the average scale of pay.

Although I am conscious that the inevitable tendency of the existing system of examination by
standards is each year to judge more and more exclusively by the number of passes and failures
recorded, I shall not on thataccount omit my usual short statement of the condition of each school as
it appeared to me when I examined. Besides the members of the Board, and those professionally
interested in our public schools, there must still be a respectable minority of the reading public who
will be at the pains to correct the crude conclusions that the reading of a list of merepasses must lead
to, by the perusal of a summarywhich takes into account some, at least, of the surroundings by which
the progressof a school is modified. The undoubting faith with which the majority of mankind will
bow down before an idol of their owm setting-up is simply astounding. The figures of an Inspector
claim to do no more than record how many scholars out of a number that a teacher has thought fit to
present have complied with the minimum of requirement. Yet these figures are almostuniversally
accepted as though they gave a mathematical demonstration of the exact status of any given school.
On the other hand, the writtenanalysis, the object of which is to show, at least approximately,whether
the scholars, on the whole, know as much as they ought, taking into consideration their age, capacity,
and length of attendance, is comparatively disregarded. Nor should it be forgotten that the tone and
discipline of a school—things worth more than all the subjects in all the standards—find no place in
the most elaborate of tabulated statements. It will fare ill with a community that is content to push
these weightier matters into the background, in order that theforemost place may be occupied by mere
literary smartness.

It has been my custom hitherto to preface my detailed estimate of the state of each school with a
statement, in general terms, as to the manner in which each subject is being taught in the district,
adding practical suggestions for the guidance of teachers; but aperusal of the reports of my fellow-
Inspectors, lately republishedby the Education Department, has induced me to discontinue thisprac-
tice. The conflict ofopinion, and thevariety of suggestions, are somewhatbewildering. One Inspector
condemns in energetic terms the setting of exercises in reproduction, another objects to the present
method of teaching grammar and geography, a third sets much store by the learning of littlerhymes,
to a fourth it seems thatwithout tasteful reading aloud all the rest is naught, a fifth pins his faith to
object-lessons; and the mass of technical information thus poured forth upon the teachers has been
largely augmented by the pamphlet issued by the Education Department under the title of " The
Standards." I shall not, therefore, add to the multitude of counsellors, being conscious that I have
myselfbeen needlessly didactic in time past. My pains will probablybe better bestowedin explaining
to each teacher who seems to require such help, on my visits of inspection, wherein his methods appear
to me faulty. It will be found, I fear, that good advice which has no pointed and specific application
usually falls flat, each teacher complacently passing it on to his neighbour. It would be unfair to pass
over without notice the marked and general improvement that has been effected in composition, a
subject in which our schools have hitherto been very deficient. The wretchedperformances to which I
referred in my lastreport are now the exception, instead of being, as formerly, the rule.

My estimate of the state of each school is as follows:—*
W. C. Hodgson,

The Chairman of the Education Board. Inspector.

* Not reprinted.
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NORTH CANTERBURY.

Sic,— Christchurch, 20th April, 1882.
I have the honor to submit my generalreport for the year 1881.

The first six weeks of the year were devoted to the completion of reports on all schools examined
during November and December, 1880. From the 10th of February to the 20th April I was engaged
in completing the annual report, inspecting schools in Christchurch and its immediate neighbourhood,
preparing questions for examinationof pupil-teachers, conducting same, and subsequently in perusing,
valuing, and reporting on the papershanded in. On the 20th of April I set out on my first round of
inspection, and from that date until the end of the year my time was fully occupied in inspecting,
preparing standard questions, examining, and reporting on the schools in my district.

The number of schools in operation during the whole or part of the year was 68. Of these, all
were examined in standards except two. The two schools not so examined were Le Bon's Bay and
Mount Somers, and both had been closed for some considerable portion of the year; and, further, a
change of teachers had taken place between my visits. Fifty-nine schools were visited a second time.
At the second inspection, except in the case of eight schools re-examined in accordance with the instruc-
tions of the Board, the ordinary work of the scholars was not interrupted. The organization, classi-
fication, methods of instruction, and general matters in connection with the schools were noticed, and
suggestions made for improvementwhere necessary.

During the year new schools wereopened at the Hinds and at Flemington. A small aided school
at Broughton was closed, but, as steps are being takenfor the erection of a new building in its neigh-
bourhood, the educational requirements of the district will not be long neglected. The material
condition of several schools throughout the district has been improved by repairs and additions, and,
with very few exceptions, the rooms are suitably furnished, and the supply of teaching appliances is
sufficient. In some few cases I regret to have to state that the buildings and grounds are very badly
looked after both by Committees and teachers. Fences, outbuildings, gymnastic apparatus suffer for
want of a little timely attention. The rooms, too, are not regularly swept, and dust is allowed to
accumulate in all directions. Lavatories are provided in all schools of recent construction, but in the
majority of cases they are evidently looked upon as ornamental appendages—at least I have seenvery
few indications of their being regularly used. In the playgrounds connected with the large town
schools, and in some of those in the country, due provision is made for the complete separation of the
sexes. This very desirable arrangement is not, however, sufficiently general, and in too many instances
the boys and girls are allowed to mix in theplaygrounds during therecesses without any attempt being
made at supervision. Excepting, of course, the time spent in the schoolrooms, the complete separation
of the sexes is most desirable. This could easily be effected by providing twoplaj'grounds, with a close
fence between, and each havingan entrance to the schoolroom. If this were done, lam confident that
objections of many parents to sending their children to our public schools would be removed. I have
frequently had to listen to complaints on this subject, and I must say that, when in the playgrounds
with the children, I have myself both seen and heard a good deal to justifysuch. The arrangements
in connection with the outbuildings of some old-established schools are not quite satisfactory, they
being placed too close together, and the entrances to them being unprotected.

The total number of scholars on the registers at the dates of my examination was 7,795, or 52 less
than last year. The number present at examinationwas 6,131, and here also there is a considerable
falling off, last year's number being 6,318. The following table shows the enrolments and attendances
for the years 1879, 1880, and 1881 :—

Year. Enrolment. Present at Examination. Percentage.
1879 ... ... ... ... 7,743 ... 5,883 ... 79
1880 ... ... ... ... 7,847 ... 6,318 ... 80
1881 ... ... ... ... 7,795 ... 6,131 ... 78

The falling-of£ in the attendance was noticeable chiefly in some schools in the Akaroa and
Ashburton Counties, and was due, so the teachers informed me, to the fact that several families had
left the various districts. It is difficult to say what should be done in the case of such schools as
French Farm, Kyle, Newland, and Longbeach (side). What with teachers' salaries, incidental expenses,
cost of repairs, &c, they must be a sad burden on the revenue of the Board. lam convinced that to
make them aided schools would be to close them altogether, for the reason that no certificated teachers
would take charge of them at the remuneration offered, and there is very little likelihood that the
parents of the childrenattending would augment the salaries. The plan of parents and others meeting
together and applying for the establishment of schools has been followed by good results in most
instances. In someplaces, however, people have been inconsiderate enough to ask for the erection of
schools which would interfere unduly with the attendance of those already in operation. It has been
pointed out to me that the accommodation provided in some schools recently erected is out of all
proportion to the number of children that are everlikely to attend them. I think it would be well in
future to arrange that the desks in all newbuildings should be placed on graded platforms. My own
experience as a teacher has proved to me that the arrangement is a good one, and I have rarely heard
teachers speak against it. When new rooms, intended for Standard I. and infants, are added to
existing buildings, dueprovision should be made for some desk accommodation. It is a mistake to
occupy the whole available floor-space with a gallery.

The followingtable shows the number presented in each standard, the numberpassed, the average
age at which the scholars pass, the percentage of passes, and the number of schools at which pupils
were successfully prepared for the different standards:—

3—E. Ib.
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From the foregoing table it will be seen that, except in the case of the Second Standard, the
percentages of passes are somewhat higher than in the preceding year. This is satisfactory, and
indicates a steady improvement in the efficiency of the schools and the quality of the instruction;
and especially so, as in severalschools the teaching hadbeen seriously interrupted by sickness, repairs,
and other causes, which tended to lower the quantity of the results. Many teachers in my districts
deserve the highestpraise for the conscientious and able manner in which they have performed their
duties under all difficulties. It cannot, however, be deniedthat there are some schools where the
teachers'inefficiency or want of energyhas retarded theprogressof the children and kept the standards
lower than they would be under fairly competent management. At the same time it would be wrong
to infer that the teachers must needsbe incompetent when only the lower standards are represented at
the annual examinations. The schools at Little Akaloa, Governor's Bay South, Duvauchelle's Bay,
Wakanui, Tinwald, and Alford Forest (side) were in a verybackward state at the timeIexaminedthem,
and it is to be hoped that the changes made in the teachers of the last five mentioned will lead to
better work being done in the future. The Inspector of the Nelson District in his last annual report
makes some very pertinent remarks on the removal of notoriously incompetent teachers, and, on
behalfof those children who are unfortunate enough to be intrusted to their charge, he writes as
follows: " But the question has another side. Who is to compensate the unfortunate children for
the irrevocable years wasted, for the opportunities lost, for the bad habits formed, that may affect
the whole of their future lives ? It is an easy matter to win a cheap reputation for good nature at
the expense of justice to that part of the community which is least able to protect itself."

The permission to re-present children in the standards previously passed was not taken advantage
of to any great extent in the schools examinedby me. I find, on looking through last year's examina-
tion schedules, that 187 scholars were so presented, 64 of these being noted in the columns for
remarks as mentally incapable. In making out the table for the results of examination in standards
no account was taken of scholars re-presented, their names being includedamong those notpresented
for examination in standards. As a rule, the teachers of those schools in which children were
presentedfor re-examinationcompletely ignored the fact that when they are permitted to re-present
theyare also expected to reinstruct. In my opinion the permission given in the note to section 2of
the regulations is unwise and unnecessary, and will tend to still further complicate the teaching and
examiningof our schools. It is, in my opinion, ridiculous to give thispermission to teachers, and at
the same time to expect Inspectors to pay any attention to the recommendation contained in section8.
I am quite sure that there is not an Inspector in New Zealand who would expect children mentally
incapable and grossly irregular in their attendance to pass a standard each year. Section 3of the
regulations says : "In all cases the scholars presented for any standard must be prepared to show
proficiency in the work also of the lower standards," and this, it seems to me, provides a sufficient
safeguard against children being placed in classes with the work of which they are unable to keep
pace. My experiencehas proved to me that it is a simple waste of time to examine children who
attend school two days out of five in the work of the standard already passed, or, indeed, in that of
any standard. The best plan, as I pointed out in my last report, would be to define the number of
attendances necessary to be made in order to entitle a scholar to be presented in a standard higher
than that previously passed, it being at the same time optional with the teacher whether he presented
any who had not made the required attendances.

The sets of papers prepared by me for the higher standards were designedly made a little easier
than in the previous year, but, as in every case greater accuracy wasrequired in order to secure a pass,
I think I am justified in stating that the conditions of the examinations were, on the whole, similar to
those of 1880. In such schools as Gloucester Street, Sydenham, Ashburton, and Lower Heathcote the
examinationof all standards above the second was conducted almost wholly on paper. While not
claiming for a written examinationthe property of being the best test ofa teacher's methodsof instruc-
tion, or of a child's attainments, it is, in the case of large schools, the most practicable. With
carefully-prepared papers, and proper supervision during examination, it is, I think, quite possible to
form in this way a just estimate of the work being done in a school. In the majority of small schools
aconsiderable portion of the time at my disposal was devoted to oral questioning, and in every case I
endeavoured to make my questions as practical as possible, and to indicate to the teacher the line that
he should take in teaching the different subjects. It may not be unnecessary for me here to state that
it has alwaysbeen my custom to spend some portion of time in examining the classesbelow StandardI.

Nearly all the essential subjects of instruction have been taught more successfully than in former
years. Improvement is most noticeable in dictation,arithmetic, grammar,and geography. Beading,
writing, and history continue to be the most unsatisfactory subjects. The writing in most of our
schools is indifferent, and in a few it is simply disgraceful; and this is due in a greatmeasure to what
I have heard called the "exercise-bookmania." It is quite commonto see children who scarcely know
their letters in possession of exercise-books. I should like to see a regulation made that no child
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should be allowedto write in an exercise-book at home before the Second Standard was passed. The
bad reading of the lower standards in the large schools is easily traceable to inefficient and unskilful
teaching. In veryfew instances were the children in these schools able to deal intelligently with the
meanings of the words occurring in the lessons read. The numerous failures in history are due to the
fact that teachers attempt too much. A clear outline of the sequence of great events in English
history is as much as can be reasonably expected in most of our schools.

In the large majority of country schools, conducted by two or more teachers, the organizationhas
improved. In the town schools too much of the time and attentionof the adult teachers is still given
to the higher classes. I am convinced that 30 per cent, of the children attending such schools as
Gloucester Street leave before they pass the Eourth Standard, and that during an altogether unrea-
sonable proportion of the time they attend their instruction is intrusted to inexperienced pupil-
teachers. lam afraid that a large number of those children who leave school imperfectly educated,
and with unformed habits of industry and diligence, find their way into the larrikin classes. Speaking
generally,it maybe said that the discipline and order are good.

In aformer report I took occasion to express my approval of the " standard system of educa-
tion," and I must say that during the past two years I have neither read nor heard anything to cause
me to altermy views. I have, I think, never expressed any opinion for or against the requirements
of the New Zealand standards, and Ido not intend to do so now. I have considered it my duty to
see that theregulations were, as far as possible, carried out in all schools inspected by me. lam
strongly averse to continual changes and alterations, and we have certainly had enough of such in the
educational history of this district. In all schools where more than one teacher is employed, it is, I
think, quite possible, provided that the attendance is regular and the teaching efficient, to successfully
cope with the requirements of the standards. In small schools, even under the most favourable cir-
cumstances, the teacher's task is a difficult one, and doubly so if he attempts to teach separately every
class in the different subjects required for their respective standards.

In some districts the local supervision is reasonably good, but, generally, Committees appear to
take but little real interest in the welfare of their schools. Previous to the completion of a new
school very considerableenthusiasm is manifested in educationalmatters ; but shortly after its opening
this feeling dies out, and it too often happens that the newly-appointed teacher is unable to enrol
more than half the children guaranteedto attend.

The usual schedules are attached.* I must apologize for the lateness and incompleteness of this
report, but my health during the past two months has been so indifferent that it has been a difficult
matter for me eitherto think or to write. I have, &c,

W. L. Edge, M.A.,
The Chairman of theBoard of Education, Canterbury. Inspector of Schools.

WESTLAND.
Sir,— G-reymouth, 14th February, 1882.

I have the honour to submit my Seventh Annual Report on the condition of elementary
education in the Districb of Westland.

The number of schools in the district is now 35, or one more than the number returned in my
lastreport. Eighteen of these are carried on under theprovisions of the 88th clause.

All the schools in the district have received one visit for the purpose of examination; nearly all
have also been visited for general inspection without notice, and to manyI have paid one or more
incidental visits in passing. The only school not examined this year is the smallest in the district,
which was closed when I arrived on the morning fixed, some weeks before, for the examination. The
No Town school was also closed and without a teacher on my arrival;but thanks to the exertionsof
the Chairman of the Committee, who took the trouble to muster all the children, I was enabled to hold
the examinationat the time appointed.

For the first time in the six years and a half duringwhich I have been connected with your Board,
I have to announce a generalfalling-off in the results of the year's work. At the same timeI desire
to express my firm conviction that in the case of the principal schools in the district, and with a few
exceptions, which will be referred to in the confidential report which accompanies this, the inferior
results recorded this year are in no way attributable to any diminution of zeal or ability on the part of
the teaching staff, but to a varietyof circumstances, some of which I will nowbring under your notice.

During the latter half of the school year just endedI received numerouscommunications, through
local Committees, from parents complaining that their childrenwerenot advanced into higherstandards,
notwithstanding that they had passed at the last examination. As Ireminded you in my last report, it
has been the custom in this district to expect that every child who passes any standard shall be
presented in the nexthigher one at the following examination, and under your Board's former pro-
grammethis was seldom attended by any difficulty: under the present system, however, and with the
more extensive requirements of the Government standards, a gradually-increasing strain has been felt
in the endeavour to continue the practice of annual promotion in all cases, which, though not positively
demanded by the regulations, was nevertheless expected by the public. The difficulty was aggravated
by the impossibility of persuading manyparents that theirchildren's best interests are often more truly
consulted by withholding those who have barely passed at any examination from presentation in a
higher standard at the next, and a system of annoyance and interference with the teachers' plans
seemed likely to become general and intolerable. Many parents appear to be unable to believe that
their children are less gifted by nature than those of their neighbours, or that their continualabsence
from school can interfere with their progress ; and prefer to assume that their inability to keep pace
with their class-matesis the result of neglect or of deliberate injustice on the part of the teachers;
whereas in several cases that came under my notice the children supposed to have been thus neglected

* Not reprinted.
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were found to be amongst the most irregular attendants at their respective schools. Eelief, however,
was at length afforded by the appearance of the new edition of the standards issued by the department
during the past year, which contains what may be regarded as an authoritative interpretation of their
true meaning and intention. Encouraged by this, some of the teachers proceeded to do what they had
all along felt to be desirablein the true interestsof their pupils, and announced their intention of with-
holding certain children from presentation at the then forthcoming examination. This was the cause
of the numerous complaints alluded to above ; and although theattention of the aggrieved was directed
to the explanatory note affixed to clause 2 of the regulations, and its applicability to most of the cases
pointed out, few of them could be prevailed upon to abandon their cherishedbelief in the injustice and
neglect of the teachers.

I have always been of opinion that, if the Government standards are to have afair and impartial
trial, the difficulties inherent in them (according to the belief of many) should not be removed or
mitigated by too easy an interpretation of their requirements, but, on the contrary, that the utmost
which could be fairly presumed to be intended by the compilers should be required at the annual
examinations, so that the defects and difficulties, if any exist, might be the more speedily discovered
and remedied. The following quotation from Mr. O'Sullivan's report for 1879 is inserted as giving
expression in very forcible terms to a similar opinion: " If the system of standards is to be prevented
from becoming an organized hypocrisy, the most demoralizing of all shams, all Inspectors must be
instructed to pass only those who can pass with ease in the three higher standards at all events."
These opinions are sustained in the notes attached to the standards as recentlyreissued, which, though
containing much that might havebeen omitted, may3ret, as awhole, beregarded as a greatassistanceand
support to those for whose guidance they were intended. Acting, therefore, upon the convictions to
which I have given expression above, and believing that the relief afforded, more especially by the
interpretation of clause 2 before referred to, wouldbe taken advantageof more generally than appears
to have been the case, I purposely made the examinationof the upper standards at the larger schools
somewhat more difficult than heretofore. The increased difficulty, however, was not great, being
confined chiefly to arithmetic and grammar, and was of itself quite insufficient to account for the
falling-off which I have this year to report. Other and far more powerful influences have been at
work, and to some of these I will now refer.

Irregularity of attendance is perhaps the greatest enemy to school-work with which we have to
contend, and, although it has often been referred to in reports, and its evil effects deplored over and
over again, yet the persons most immediately interested appear to regard the matter with supreme
indifference. Unfortunately the evil is by no means confined to the irregular scholars themselves, but
exerts its baleful influence on each and every scholar in the district. It is evident that, when many of
the children of a school or class are habitually irregular, the reappearance of absentees compels the
teacher to go again and again overold ground, and thusretards the generalprogress of even theregular
scholars. The (working) average attendance for the latter half of the year 1881 amounted to only 75
per cent, of the averageweekly roll-number, but this does not convey a correct idea of the effect of
irregularity upon the generalresults in the district. A better view will be obtained by looking at the
percentage of the numberexamined who have been irregular in their attendance at each school, which
is shown in thefollowing table:—

As in past years, I assume that anything under 300 half-days may be regarded as an irregular
attendance, so that some notice must be taken of the interval which separates two annual examina-
tions, which varies considerably, from as much as fourteen months in the cases of Waitangi, Okarito,
and G-illespie's to ten months in that of Hokitika. It is exceedinglydiscouraging to notice the steady
and alarming increase in the number of these irregular attendantsduring the last three years. In
1879 the number recorded as " irregular and failed" was nearly 2 per cent, of the number examined,
in 1880 thenumber rose to 47 per cent., and in 1881 theyreached 1127 per cent. These figures are
exclusive of numbers who, though irregular, yet managed to pass the standards in which they were
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presented. In Table A all these are included, and the result shows a total of 38 per cent, of the
number examined,while in the first eleven schools on the list the percentage of irregular scholars
amounts to 43. This is a matter of serious import, whetherviewed with respect to its effects upon
the school-wort for the year or upon the finances of the Board, and some means must be devised, if
possible, for bringing about a more healthy condition of affairs. In August, 1880, I sketched out a
few rules, having for their object the discouragement of this irregularity by making a certain per-
centage of attendancea conditionof presentation at the annual examination. These I. submitted to a
high authority on educational matters, who, however, was of opinion that they were unnecessary. The
experienceof the two examinations which have since been held convinces me that, in this district at
all events, some such limit is necessary; and we have a valuable precedent in the Englisii New Code, in
which such a regulation has a place. All authorities on school-managementare agreed in pronouncing
very irregular attendance to be generallythe result of defective administration; but this must notbe
taken to inculpate only the teachers of the schools. The burden of blame must be distributed over all
who have any share in that administration, and a very large portion should be placed on the shoulders
of any who, being specially appointed by the people to have the control and management of a school,
may do anything either directly or indirectly to weakenthe authority of the teacher, and consequently
to sap the foundations of good discipline, upon which regularity of attendance to a great extent
depends. I have dweltsomewhat at length upon this point, because lam convinced that it is, perhaps
without exception, the greatest difficulty with which an earnest and efficient teacher has to contend,
and that, of all the annoyances and hindrances to which he is subject in the pursuance of his, toooften,
thankless task, this is the most vexatious and irritating to himself, and the most mischievous to the
progress of his scholars.

The condition ofaffairs as shown in the above table, however, must be regarded as to a greatextent
abnormal. The very large percentage of irregular scholars at some schools is to be partly accounted
for by the unfortunate prevalence of diphtheria, and the consequent closing of schools for a longer or
shorter period. Thus, at Boss, Kanieri, Bluespur, and some others, the schools were closed for
several weeks, and this too but a very short time before the examination. Moreover, when the schools
were reopened the attendance was very unsatisfactory, owing to the dread of infection which prevailed
in consequence of the deaths of several children in each place. So much was this the case that, after
reopening their school, the Totara Committee found it necessary to advertise in the local paper that
unless the attendance improved the school would again be closed. In Hokitika, although the Com-
mittee did not consider it necessary to close the school, yet a great amount of sickness prevailedat
various times, which affected considerably the averageattendance. The interval between the examina-
tions of 1880 and 1881 was only ten months, and this would tend to lower the general results. The
illness of the second master, which necessitated his absence from the school for some weeks, must also
be taken into account in connection with the results at this school.

Apart, however, from the circumstances already noticed, a good reason may be shown why the
results this yearmight be expected to be lower than in formeryears. The first examinations under
the new standards took place in 1879, and it will be remembered that most of the children who were
then attending the schools had had the advantage of remaining for two years in the samestandards on
account of the introduction of the Government programme. Nearly all those who were then presented
in the three upper standards have now passed through the school, and their places have been taken by
those who were then in the three lowerstandards. Therequirements of theFirst and Second Standards
are so simple that, as a reference to the reports for the last two years will show, scarcely any scholars
failed to pass; and, as a consequence, they have advanced into the Third and Fourth. In theThird
their real difficulties commence, and, taking into consideration the average age of the children who
have passed the Second Standard, and the greatly-increased amount of work required in the Third,
which includes three entirely new subjects, it is not surprising that many fail, or only barely escape
failure, to come to grief in the following year in the Fourth. The falling-off in the results from
this cause has already been noticed in a neighbouring district, and I have no doubt that it willbe
experienced to some extent throughout the colony. To remedy this state of things, and to introduce
some improvements in the method of examinationat present employed, which are rendered desirable in
view of the contemplated reduction in the teaching staffs at the principal schools, I purpose, with your
permission, to prepare some notes for the guidanceof teachers and Inspector alike in connection with
the conduct of the future examinations in this district.

The changeof teachers at the Stafford and Ross Schools at a somewhat late period of the year
must be taken into consideration in connection with the results at these schools. Such a change is
always attended with a temporary cessation of progress, no matter how able the incoming teachers
may be. In additionto the circumstances already alluded tothere are others connectedwithparticular
schools which have contributedlargely to render this year's results less satisfactory than usual. These
will be referred to in the case of each school in the detailedconfidential report; but it may be broadly
asserted thatanything which tends to lessen the authority of the teacher, or to diminish the respect in
which, by virtue of his office, he should be held, not only by the childrenunder his care, but by all the
neighbourhood, must at the same time and in the same ratio diminish his powers of usefulness. Next
to any gross misconduct or incompetence on the part of a teacher nothing is more productive of mis-
chief in our schools than the existence of an unfriendlyfeeling between teachers and Committees, and
the absence of that constant and cordial support and co-operation which every teacher has a right to
expect, and should receive, from those appointed to watch overand promote the cause of education.
Local Committees are sometimes too ready to listen to trivial complaints, and to attach undue impor-
tance to the expartestatements of children (through their parents), thus inflicting a fatal blow upon
the teacher's authority, and injuring more than can be readily imagined the discipline, tone, and, as a
consequence, the results of the school. On the other hand (and this has occurred in several cases),
local Committees sometimes pursue an exactly opposite course, and do their utmost to screen from
detection, and prevent the dismissal of, teachers long after their ill-conduct has become a matter of
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public notoriety and scandal, and when, their influence upon the young people under their charge has
become positively mischievous. Nor can this course of action be defended on the ground that the
person so protected has proved himself to be in all other respects well qualified for the teacher's office.
The vice to which I am moreparticularly alluding is one that in districtslike this is too oftenregarded as a
very venial offence, but when it makes its way into the school surely the most indulgent Committee
should recognize the imperative necessity of at once interferingto protect the young from the influence
of so pernicious an example. Two schools in this districthave suffered from the cause hinted at above,
and in neither case did the Committee take action as promptly or in such a manner as the circumstances
demanded; and to this may be fairly attributed the falling-off in the results in one case, and the
absence of much-needed improvement in the other.

The table below shows the number of children presented and passed in the several standards;
and, in order to show the full extent of the falling-off in the results of the year's work, the percentages
of passes for- last yearare also shown.

The four upper standards at the eleven schools placed first on the Table of Results* wereexamined
from the set of papers made, for reasons already stated, somewhat more difficult in two subjects than
those hitherto given. The questions put to the two lower standards at all schools, and the papers set
for thefour higher standards at the schools numbered 12to 35, were of no more than ordinary difficulty.
Woodstock was included in the first group because, being a side-school to Kanieri, it had the advantage
of the assistance of teachers from thatschool at stated times every week.

Elementary Science.—Several schools took up this subject, and the averagepercentageofmarks
obtained in each standardis given in the table below. This year's experience has only confirmed the
opinion I expressed last yearwith regard to the introduction of this subject into Standard IV. The
science papers of this class are replete with grammaticalerrors of the grossest kind, and with mistakes
in the spelling of the commonest words, while the amount of scientific knowledge displayed is, gene-
rally speaking, of the most meagre description, and quite insufficient (if any amount could be sufficient)
to compensate for the defects referred to. The best work in this class was doneat the Grreymouth
school, where, however, strange to say, the Fifth Standard work was far below the average.

Drawing is taught at Ross, "Woodstock, Kanieri, and Kumara, although not strictly according to
the programme, model drawing and perspective not having yet been attempted. The three lower
standards draw on slates, and the three upper ones on paper, from copies enlarged from Hutton's
drawing-boots. At Donoghue's, Standards 111., IV., and V. were presented in drawing, but only
worked upon slates. I have to acknowledge the services of Mr. Ilae, of the G-reymouth School of Art,
in preparing thecopies and valuing the drawings of the three upper standards. Teachers complain,
with justice, of the want of copies, which compels them to devote much time, that could be more
profitably employed in teaching, to the setting of copies on the blackboard. I subjoin a table showing
the average percentage of marks gained in each class at the several schools.

*_Not reprinted.

Standards. Average Age. Presented. Passed. Percentage. Percentage.

Itandard I.
„ H.„ III.„ IV.
; vi.

Yrs. mos.
8 0
9 5

10 7
11 9
13 1
14 0

333
388
353
196
91
47

314
365
261
130
49
43

1881.
94
94
74
66
54
91

1880.
99
97
88
87
95
98

Totals 1,408 1,162 83 94

Schools. Standard IV. Standard V. Standard VI. Text-book.

}-reymouth
lokitika
Cumara

37
Not presented

19
22

17
52
56
30
38

56
72
78
38
46

Balfour Stewart's Physics.
>> ;>

>> »
toss
itafford Not presented

?' )J

Joldsborough ... 30 35 45 ( 4. Buckton's Health in the House.
{_ 5 and 6. Lockyer's Astronomy.
Forster's Physiology.£anieri

Jrunnerton
)obden ...
Lrahura Road ...

14
16

24
No. V. Standard

53

G8
80
42 Balfour Stewart's Physics.Not presented
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Singing is as usual practised in the infant classes of the principal schools; and vocal music is
carefully taught to all classes at Hokitika, Ross. Kumara, Stafford, and Cobden, but necessarily shared
in the generaldepression, and was, in my opinion, less satisfactory throughout than in former years.

Schools ttndeb the 88tii Clause.—The large proportion of very small schools in this district
has long been a cause of financial embarrassmentto the Board, but I fear that this is only a minor evil
connected with their existence. In some cases at least it may be doubted whether, as at present
conducted, they are not worse than useless, since thefact of their children "going to school" more or
less regularly beguilesparents into thebelief that they are participating in the full advantages of the
Government system of education, whereas the education (?) they are actually receiving is of the most
meagrekind, and in not a few instances will leave them with much to unlearn, and with verylittle that
will be permanently beneficial to them.

It was presumed, when the provisions of the 88th clause were made to apply to the schools
referred to, that they would be, as theAct contemplates, really " aided " schools, and that the inhabi-
tants, for whose benefit they were established, would supplement the amount granted by the Boardby
local contributions towards the teachers' salaries; but with hardly a single exception they have not
only failed to do so for any length of time, but have required and received grants for the purposes of
cleaning and warming the school-buildings, and in some cases have even failed to give that amount of
support and encouragement which is in their power by causing their children to attend school with
regularity and punctuality. It must not, however, be supposed that I attributethe failure of some of
these schools solely to the apathy of the inhabitants of the districts concerned. In too many cases I
fear there has been want of the power and not of the will to contribute to the maintenance of the
school, and that the absence of the indirect support is to be set down, in somecases, to the appointment
of persons as teachers entirely unfitted for the position, and perhaps in other respects unable to secure
the confidence of the parents. But persons who are moved by such considerations to withhold their
children from the school should reflect that by so doing they are adopting the surest way of perpetu-
ating the evils they perhaps justly deplore, as they diminish the resources of the Board, and thus
deprive it of the power of making moresatisfactory arrangements for their requirements.

It is a question well worthy of tho attention of the Legislature whether small schools in isolated
situations are not deserving of some special consideration, in view of the by no means trilling service
they render towards the settlement of the waste places of the colony. There is no doubt that the
establishment of these little schools (when fairly well conducted) does much to reconcile intelligent
parents to the undertaking of settlement in places far removed from all the other advantages of
civilization. In this district I know of families who are induced to continue their struggle to make
for themselveshomes in the wildernesspartly by the fact of their not being entirely out of the reach
of the means of at any rate laying the foundation of their children's education. Indeed, I know of
one man who removed with his family to the other side of the Island chiefly because there was no
school near enough for his children to attend, but who has since returned in consequence of the
establishment of one of these schools in the neighbourhood. If, therefore, the settlement of the
remote districts of the colony is considered worthy of encouragement,anything which tends to pro-
mote the object is surely entitled to some special recognition from the powers that be. But while the
grass is growing the steed is starving, and it therefore behoves us to try what we can do to help our-
selves in the meantime.

The one greatobstacle to the usefulness of these schools is the utter impossibility of obtaining
the services of properly-qualified persons to take charge of them for the miserable pittance which the
circumstances of the district compel the Board to dole out to the teachers. The consequence is that
in too many cases the services of persons, in other respects very worthy, but quite unfit for the work,
are, of necessity, accepted if the schools are to be kept open ab all. A partial remedy for this evil
might be found in tho plan I am now about to propose for your consideration. The Board, having
decided to dispensewith the services of all the pupil-teachers who have completed their terms of service
at the larger schools, can at once provide some of them with situationswhich, though imposing greater
responsibilities upon them, will at all events furnish them with employment at the rate of payment
which they would have received if retained as juniorassistants in their own schools, and I amconfident
that, notwithstanding their youth and comparative inexperience, they are, in the majority of cases,
capable of far more satisfactorywork than are many of the present holders of thepositions alluded to.

I am fully alive to the obstacles which stand in the way of the adoption of this plan, the greatest
of which, perhaps, is the natural objection with which the friends of these young persons willview their
removal from their homes to distant and unknown localities, an objection which may possibly be com-
plicated with pecuniary considerations. Another obstacle to the proposed plan is the want, in most
cases, of a suitable dwelling for the teacher; and a third maybe found in the prejudice which will
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perhaps exist at first in the minds of some of the parents of children attending the schools against the
youth of the teachers to whom it is proposed to intrust their education ; but, not being able to do what
we would, we must do what we can, and I am sure thatsome, and I believe that most, of these junior
assistants will speedily remove such prejudice if they are allowed a fair trial. A glance at the results
obtained at some of these schools at the late examination will show that any change in this direction
would probably be to the advantage of the children concerned, and I believe that, if it were understood
that thesepositions would be stepping-stones to bettersituations as soon as the holders of them had
proved their fitness for the work and as opportunities should arise, the first obstacle pointed out
would probably beremoved.

Of course it is essential to the success of this scheme that there should be a cordial understanding
between the Board and the local Committees, and in considerationof the difficulties to be surmounted
and the advantages to be gained the lattershould be prepared to waive to some extent their right to
recommend teachers for appointment in such cases. There are now eleven pupil-teachers whose term
of service has expired, or is about to do so, and there are as many schools where their services might
be made available. The salaries of these young persons at the rates fixed by the Board for junior
assistants, would, for the first year, amount to £700; and, taking the December returns for my guide,
1 find that the amount earned in capitation by these schools is £716 ss. In the second year the
Board's regulations provide for an increase of £20 per annum to the salaries of junior assistants.
This would increase the expense by £220, but there is reason to hope that by that time the confidence
of the parents will have been gained, and the attendance will become more regular, and that some
increase of revenue will consequently follow. I also consider that the very least the inhabitants of
such districts should be called upon to do towards the maintenance of their schools is to provide for
the cleaning and warming of the buildings by local effort, thus relieving the Board of the annual charge
for those purposes, which at the lowest estimate amounts to £110 per annum.

Although it will no doubt be found impossible to adopt the foregoing suggestion in its entirety, I
think it may be accepted as being the only practicable method of improving the condition of these
schools ; and so convinced am I of the uselessness of someof them as at present managed that I should
almost prefer seeing them closed altogether until junior assistants can be found willing to take charge
of them, or until the Board's funds will permit of more liberalprovision for their support.

I donot think it necessary to give this year a detailed report upon the manner in which each
branch of instruction ia imparted at the various schools, but I must remark that in arithmetic there
seems to be a want of the practical element. Too much reliance appears to be placed upon the
mechanical application of " rules " only, to the neglect of intelligentand independent reasoning. This
is especially noticeable in questions usually worked by what Hamblin Smith calls "the unsatisfactory
and misleading process called The Rule of Three." For instance, a question beginning "In what time,
&c," was correctly stated, but the answer appeared as a number of pounds sterling; and in another
case the heightof an ordinary room was found by a similar method to be upwards of 1,000 feet. Again, in
Standard IV., the number of scholars who obtained full marks for the " bill " which was required to be
made out was very small, and not one scholar in the first ten schools made out the "receipt " correctly.
Many omitted the date, others signed their own names (not for, but) instead of the name of the
supposed receiver, and others made the buyers of the goods sign the receipt for payment. In fact,
I could not find a single receipt that would have been accepted at an ordinary store or office. The
number of scholars at each of the above schools who made out the bill correctly is as follows : G-rey-
mouth, 3 ; Hokitika, 4 ;Ross, 5 ; Kumara, 0 ; Brunnerton, 1; Oobden, 0 ; Stafford, 1; Groldsborough,
10; Kanieri, 0 ; Paroa, 0. At the smaller schools, where the corresponding question was much
easier, the number of scholars who made out the bill correctly was : Greenstone, 2 ; Maori G-ully, 1;
Bluespur, 2 ; Hatter's Terrace, 3; No Town, 1; Arahura Road, 2; all the remaining schools north
of the Waitaha, none. Now, considering that Standard IV. is the "standard of education," and
that this particular branch of arithmetic is, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, the one likely to be
of most practical benefit to the scholars in after-life, it does seem a pity that greater care is nottaken
to insure proficiency in this simple but most important part of their school-work.

I wish to recommend the more general use of the sequels to the several reading-books. In the
two lower standards the children, by frequent repetition, soon come to know the lessons "by heart,"
when of course they cease to be exercises in reading. I propose, therefore, to signify to the teachers
that at the next examination the reading of the four lower standards may be taken from the sequels
to their respective reading-books, and the dictation and spelling of the third from the sequel to the
second. These booksare in stock at the Board's depot, and, I believe, in sufficient quantities to supply
each school with one set of books for every class.

It is to be hoped that theBoard will keep up the stock of Vere Poster's copy-books, which are
steadily working their way into favour, with the most satisfactory results. Many teachers who
formerly entertained strong prejudices against this system have completely changed their opinions after
giving these books a fair trial. Several teachers complained that during the past year they could not
obtain certain numbers of these books (generally the low numbers),and were therefore compelled to
return to those of Darnell.

I have much pleasure in reporting the first attempt (so far as I know), in the district, to extend
the influence of education beyond the wallsof the school and the limitsof the programme, and to bring
it to bear upon the ordinary avocations of daily life. The teachers of the Kanieri School have
succeeded in developing a taste for gardening amongst the scholars. At the cost of considerablelabour,
the children have transported the necessary soil to the school-ground, which is situated on a deposit of
"tailings" from former-diggings, and have marked out all round the reserve small allotments which
are cultivated by them, singly or in partnership. Although the experiment was yet in its infancy, the
display of flowers, vegetables, and even fruit trees, was very creditable. This is an example which I
think worthy of special mentionandof imitation, as, while it does not encroach in the slightest degree
upon the ordinary school-work, it affords a rationaland healthy occupation for the scholars, especially
the girls, during play-hours; and in creating a taste for innocent as well as useful amusements, and
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fostering habits of industry, order, and neatness, and respect for the rights and property of others,
it possesses an educational value of no mean order. To mark my appreciation of the effort, and to
give additionalimpetus to the movement,I have promised a prize to the owners of the neatest and best-
cultivated plot at this school, at the next examination.

Pupil-Teachers.—The pupil-teachers were examined this year, as on previous years, at the
schools wherein they are employed, the state of the Board's finances forbidding the adoption of the
recommendation made in my last report on this subject. Table E * shows the marks gained by each
candidate in the several classes. The pupil-teachers from Hokitika took up Latin as an optional
subject, in which they acquitted themselves very creditably; and the fact that they occupy so
good aposition on the list, without taking into account the marks gained in this subject, speaks highly
for the excellence of their instruction, as well as for their own ability and diligence. The needlework
this year was executed in the presence of the examiner and according to theregulations laid down by
the Board, and was submitted to the judgment of a lady of experience, who awarded marks for the
same. The Greymouth candidates were, as they always have been, most proficient in the subject, the
work of Frances Kemple being specially commended. Three pupil-teachers signified to the Inspector-
General their intention of taking up drawing at the annual examination of teachers, under the
regulations madeby the Government, but only one of these attended. The absence of the others has
not yet been explained.

The undue proportion of female pupil-teachers in this district, which has often beenreferred to,
seems likely to be rectified, for it will be seen that of the twenty-one examined this year eleven are
males. It is unfortunate that in the past the appointment of female pupil-teachers should have been
so general, as at the present time, when openings more suitable for males than females are occurring,
there are only two of the former out of eleven who have, or will shortly have, completed their terms of
service. Now that the balance is in a fair way to be restored, I hope the Board will urge upon Com-
mittees the necessity of preserving it in future, and, if necessary, insist upon the vacancies occurring
being filled by males and females alternately. It is, I think, open to question whether local Committees
have anything at all to do with the appointment of pupil-teachers under clause 50 of the Act, where
alone anyreference is made to them.

Before quitting this part of the subject I mayrepeat the hope that, whenever the time arrives for
the consideration of the much-needed amendments in the Act, this Board willuse all its influence in
support of any that shall provide for the examination and classification of pupil-teachers by the
department. The scale of payments might perhaps with advantagebe left to the Boards employing
them; but there can be no doubt that pupil-teachers, of a given class, should have as well-recognizeda
status throughout the colony as holders of certificates in E or in any other letter or grade, and this
can never be the ease while each Board has its own programme of instruction and system of
examination.

Copies of the papers set at the eleven schools standing first on the list are given below.*
John Smith,

The Chairman of the Education Board. Inspector.

OTAGO.
I.—Me. Peteie's Eepoet.

Sib,— Dunedin, 3lst March. 1882.
I have the honor to submit the following report for the year 1881.

During the year I paid visits of inspection to 68 schools, and examined, according to the regula-
tions of the Education Department, 68, in addition to the extra branches at two of the District High
Schools. Mr. Taylor accompanied me at 20 of the largest schools, and undertook nearly the whole of
the oral examination thereat.

It was only during the months of April, May, and June that I was able to devote most of my time
to surprise visits or visits of inspection. Therest of the year was occupied by the examinationof the
schools in the standards, the preparation of questions for the various public examinations, and the
perusal and valuing of the answers thereto. The amount of time devoted to visits of inspection has
thus been shorter than in any previous year. I have repeatedly expressed the opinion that half an
Inspector's time shouldbe devoted to visits of inspection made without notice, and I cannot but deplore
the fact that every year sees the amount of time available for this object more and more curtailed. I
am convinced that a great improvement in the efficiency of many of the schools would follow upon
more frequent and systematic visits of inspection without notice. The cost of the requisite assistance
would be as nothing to the gain to education from sufficient and skilful superintendence. As it is, a
considerable number of schools have not been visited except for examinationin the standards. In the
case of the teachers of these schools, and of a number of assistants in the larger schools, I have
experienced no small difficulty in assigning marks for thepurposes of classification, for I have not had
sufficient opportunity of observing whether they have lately improved in their managementandmethods
of teaching. It is not improbable that some have suffered considerablehardship through this circum-
stance.

Resultsfor the Year.—ln the 68 schools examined by me (with Mr. Taylor's assistance at 20 of
them), 6,935 pupils were examined in the standards. Of tliis number, 5,417 passed in the standardfor
which they were presented. The following table shows (1) the number of pupils examined in each
standard, (2) the number of pupils who passed in each standard, (3) the number of pupils who failed in
each standard, (4) the percentage of passes in each standard, (5) the average age of the pupils
examinedin each standard, and (6) the number of schools at which the different standards were repre-
sented :—

* Not reprinted.
4—E. Ib.
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The figures in the above table compare favourablywith those of last year. In Standards 1., 11.,
111., and IV. thepercentageof passes is sensibly higher. In Standards V. and VI., on the other hand,
it has fallen off somewhat. In the lower standards the average age is still far higher than might
reasonably be expected. Naturally enough, care is taken to present no onefor theFirst Standard who
is not considered well abreast of the work. After allowing for somecaution on this account, it is quite
evident that the age at which children arepresented on the average for Standard I. is much higher than
it need be. Plainly, school children make far less progress between the ages of six and nine than they
do between nine and fourteen. It seems fair to assume that on the average they enter school at the
age of six years. This will allow them three years to work up to the First Standard—a period wholly
out of proportion to the amount of work to be done. With fairly skilful teaching, the ground to be
covered should be got over in half that time. In the larger schools there are difficulties which tend to
retard progress,suchas thelargeness of theclasses, and the too generalemployment of untrained pupil-
teachers. But, with good and vigorous management, these could be largely, if not wholly, overcome.
I can see no reason why, in large schools such as those in and around Dunedin, in Oamaru, Milton,
Port Chalmers, &c, pupils should not pass Standard I. at the average age of eight years, or even less.
In the smaller rural schools much more serious obstacles stand in the way of rapid progress at this
early stage. The teacher's time is so cut up by the bewilderingnumber of lessons that must be taught
separately, thathe cannot give to the classes below Standard I. the attention that is necessary for good
progress.

If the system of examination prescribed by the regulations of the department were less elaborate,
and allowed Inspectors time to conduct a brief examination of the classes below Standard 1., some
improvement on the present state of things might be lookedfor with confidence. With the present
staff of Inspectors such a brief examination can seldom be undertaken in this district, and without it
there will be great difficulty in stirring up infant-room teachers and their assistantsfrom the apathy
into which they have been sinking. Under such a stimulus as evenpartial paymentby results, lam
confident that the ages at which childrenare presented for Standards 1., 11., and 111. could be greatly
and speedily reduced.

It is gratifyingto find that thenumber of pupils presented in Standard VI. is much greater than
it was last year, and that the number ofschools in which a Sixth-Standard class has been taught is also
somewhat greater than in former years.

It may not be unnecessary to explain that Mr Taylor and I have never allowed any pupil to be
examined a second time in standards already passed. We have also required every pupil above
Standard I. to be presented for a standardhigher than that which he had last passed. Some teachers
have wished to take advantage of the permission apparently given in an official note to section 2 of the
" Standards of Education and Inspection of Schools," to present pupils a second time in a standard
which they had already passed. That note, as I understand it, appears to annul that part of the
Order in Council which says, "No scholar shall be examined in a standard which he has already
passed." To this clause of the Order in Council we have strictly adhered, and the note we havefelt
constrained to ignore. I have thought it needful to point out clearly what our practice has been with
regard to this matter, as I have reason to believe that in several parts of the colony a different course
has beenfollowed ; in which case itwillbe most unfair toinstitute comparisons between the examination
results of such parts of the colony and those of the Otago District. The statistics in the two cases
mean very different things. I should be very sorry to see the teachers of New Zealand intrusted with
a discretionary power to present pupils a second timefor examination in a standard which they have
already passed. It is a power that would almost inevitably lead to grossabuses, and could be used so
as to give dishonest and lazy teachers an advantageover those who were morehonest and diligent. It
is impossible for any Inspector to tell, whether the reasons adduced to justify such a step are valid.
How can an Inspector tell whether the pupil's backward condition is due to his being " not
so well grounded in the work of the standard last passed as he appeared to be," or to his mental power
being below the average, rather than to bad teaching or neglect. There seems to be no particular
hardship in requiring every child to come forward for a higher standard than that which he has last
passed. If he has been ill, or badly grounded, or irregular in attendance, or is of inferior mental
power, neither he, nor his teacher, nor his parents, need be disappointed if he fails to pass ; it is only
what might be expected. If the pupil is very likely to fail, the parent can withhold him from
examination, and so solve the difficulty without further trouble. Good reasons could, I believe, be
given for fixing a certainattendance limit, such thatall who made the specified number of attendances
should be required to come forward for examination in the next higher standard to that last passed,
while teachers could exercise their own discretionin presenting for the same ordeal any who had not
made the specified number of attendances. Such aplan would be definite, and would not allow the
same scope for abuse and imposition.

Standard. Presented. Passed. Failed. Percentage. 4.verageAge.
No. of Schools at

which
Standards were

represented.

itandard I.„ II.„ III.„ IV.,. v.„ VI.

741
692

1,628
1,046

569
259

1,436
1,455
1,211

739
389
187

305
237
417
307
180
72

82
86
74
71
68
72

Yrs. mos.
9 1

10 6
11 9
12 7
13 6
14 3

G8
68
67
G3
49
30
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In an appendix to this report will be found a statement*of the principal details of the standard

examinationsfor all the schools in my district. Of these, 34 gained a gross percentage of passes of 75
or more ; 17 gained a gross percentage of between 50 and 75. The following schools had a percentage
below 50 : Bannockburn, Black's, Blackstone Hill, Brighton,Drybread, Duntroon, Evansdale,Eweburn,
Hyde, Ida Valley, Kawarau Gorge,Kyeburn, Maerewhenua, Merton, Naseby, Nevis, and St. Bathans.
Last yearnineteen schools in the same district had a percentagebelow 50.

Insteuction.—The subjects generallytaught with least skill and success are reading, writing,
composition, geography, and history. On each of these it maybe worthwhile to make a few remarks.
Good reading is on the whole rarely met with, and the cause is, unquestionably, unskilful teaching,
and inability on the part of teachers to set a good model. Many simply hear the reading lessons, and
make no serious or earnestattempt to teach themat all. In suchcases improvement is out of the question.
There is not a work on school managementbut discusses this subject, and points out many methodsand
expedients for teaching reading,so that those who merelylisten during reading lessons canhardly plead
ignorance in extenuation of their bad methods. In a large number of schools I have been struck by
the neglect of preparatoryexamination and explanation of the principal difficulties. This is surely an
essential preliminary to every skilfully conductedreading lesson. For how can the reading be fluent
if the new and difficultwords are met with for thefirst timewhile the paragraph is beingread; and
how can it be intelligentand expressive if the meaning of the sentence or paragraph is imperfectly
understood? It is too frequently assumed that children can prepare their reading lessons without the
assistance or guidance of the teacher. No doubt they can and should do something in this direction,
but their self-help should not be trusted too far, and, above all, home preparation should never be
allowed to supersede the preliminary examination and explanation of difficulties, whether in the
matter or in the words of the lesson. To givethis, the teachermust have goneover the lesson carefully
before. So far as I can judgefrom lessons given in my presence, it is rather unusual for teachers in
Otago to make themselves acquainted with the lesson before it comes on for hearing. Such previous
preparation by the teacher is admitted on every hand to be essential to intelligent and successful
teaching, and neglect of it is, I believe, the principal cause of the insufficient comprehension of lessons
that an Inspector encounters with such unwelcome frequency. I know of no reason why reading
should not be much better taught on the average than it is at present. Improvement is certain
if teachers would only take the matter earnestly in hand. So long as they do not take the
trouble to put in practice the most approved methods of teaching it, and to make them-
selves familiar with the lessons before they come on for hearing, little can be done to mend
matters. What is wanted is to develop a higher conception of what good reading is,
but this is by no means easy of accomplishment. A well-conducted and efficient model school in
connection with the Training College could do a great deal to form opinion on this and kindred
subjects ; but, so far as I can judge, that institution has not exercised any notable influence in this
direction. There are certain faults so prevalent in some parts of the district that I may be excused
for pointing them out in this report. One is the practice of hearing large classes read in turn as they
stand or sit. I never lose an opportunity of pointing out how faulty this method is; but many
teachers, and especially pupil-teachers, persist in adhering to it. I find this practice very frequently
accompanied by inattention and a want of interest in the lesson, and these characteristics it tends
directly to encourage. Another is the injudicious employment of simultaneousreading in the lower
classes. This is a most valuable method in the hands of a skilful and attentive teacher; but whereno
care is taken to see that every pupil follows the place with the finger or a slate pencil, where the
model is badly given, or badly reproduced by the children, and where the children are allowed to learn
the lessons by rote without knowing the words, it may do, and often does, a vast amount of harm.
For efficient simultaneous reading, excellent order and attention are indispensable. When these are
lax it would be better to hear the class read in small groups of half a dozen pupils or so, whose efforts
could be more easily and carefully watched by the teacher. A third fault consists in frequent, and
often unnecessary, interruptions during the reading of a sentence orparagraph. It seems muchbetter
to have the sentence read through first, and to make the needful corrections in a thorough and
impressive way afterwards. Only one other point calls for notice, and that is the neglect to use the
black-board sufficiently in the correction of mistakes. lam very often told that mistakes made by
pupils in the pronunciation or explanation of words have been pointed out and corrected in the
course of teaching. In such a case thecorrection has manifestly been ineffectual,and might almost as well
have been neglected. lam satisfied that most of this ineffectual correction and teaching is due to
want of clearness and emphasis in the explanations. Were they written down in a clear and simple
way on the black-board the explanations or corrections would be far more impressive and emphatic,
and would appeal much more forcibly to the understandingof the children. A rapid revision of the
difficulties so dealt with would form a suitable close to the lesson, and tend to make the teaching
effectual and educative; for the value of a lesson as a mental discipline is to be measured, not by the
amountof explanation and comment given by the teacher, but by what thepupils haveassimilated, do
understand, and will remember. A teacher who measures his success by the latter standard will
hardly expect an Inspector to excuse ignorance and mistakes because he is assured that the pupils have
been taught the things they show they do not know. Such teaching is not work to boast of, or to
urge in palliationof shortcomings.

Writing is thenext subject that is often taught with less skill and success than might fairlybe
looked for. Ido not say that in a majority of the schools I have examined the copy-books were
carelessly written; but I do say that in a majority of these schools the exercise-books, the written
answers of the upper classes, and the slate-work in the lower, were written more or less carelessly.
Even the copy-books in a goodnumber of schools showedvery poor work. Vere Foster's series is now
in very general use. They work out a definite and easy style of writing, marked by certain
peculiarities in the height, form, and linking of the letters and their component parts. With these
characteristics a few teachers have not even taken the trouble to acquaint themselves,and they allow

*Not reprinted.
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their pupils to deviate in many ways from the model. Most, however, superintend the writing leason
with satisfactory care, though many hurry their scholars through the series too quickly, and allow them
to practise the small writing of the higher numbers long before they have learned to form the letters
neatly and accurately. This is a mistake of which there is frequent reason to complain. Teachers
lay the blame on the parents; but I believe that is a mere subterfuge, and that they could easily
prevent the evil if they were anxious to do so. Nothing like the same care is taken with the writing
in the exercise-books, which is rarely satisfactory, and is very often in a totally different style to that
taught in the copy-books. It is quite common to find in them letters formed without loops which
always have loops in the copy-books. To allow children who are learning to write such latitude as
this cannot but greatlyretard, their progress. It is, I conceive, imperative for a teacher to see that the
hand he uses as a model is imitated and followed in all the writing his pupils do; not in the copy-book
only, but also in all exercise-books, and other exercises written on paper. This is surely a most impor-
tant matter; yet it is by no means generallyattended to in the public schools of Otago. In like
manner a great deal of careless scribbling and figuring on slates is to be met with in almost every
school; and at examination times it is not uncommonto hear the classes admonished to do their slate-
work as neatly as they can, and not in the usual way. In uttering such an admonition a teacher con-
demns himself from his own lips. The indifference of many about the neatness and style of the
every-day written workof the school is almost beyond belief. Theyforget thathabitsare theresultant
of ail our actions and doings in some particular direction, and that the habit of writing carefully, as
scholars do for the most part at the formal writing lesson, is very apt to be counteracted by the habit
of writing and figuring carelessly, day by day and hour by hour, on slates and in exercise-books. On
the averagethe transcription in the Second Standard is far more carefullywritten than the dictation on
slates of several of the higher ones. The best exercise-booksare almost invariably those written in
school. Those written at home are, as a rule, so inferior that I have often to recommend the total
discontinuance of such exercises as part of the home work. There is no surer sign of good manage-
ment and efficient work than the general character of the scholars' writing and cyphering, and I could
almost reckon on my fingers the schools in my districtin which they are thoroughly satisfactory.

Little improvement is to be observed in the teaching of composition. In not a few schools it is
merely practised, and not taught at all. During the past year a short exercise in this subject was
required of every child from Standard 111. upwards. No extravagantexpectations of excellent work
were entertained, for theart of writing is not easily taught, and the correction of exercises in it takes
up a great deal of time. The matter of the composition exercises was generally ample and suitable,
but in Standards 111. and IV. it was seldomproperly dividedinto sentences. In Standard IV. a letter
had to be written,but it was rarely that the children knew how to formally open and close it—a thing
that could be veryreadily taught. In the two highest standards veryfair exercises were received.
In the lower standards skilful or even suitable systematic teaching should soon lead to higher pro-
ficiency in this subject. To those who desire assistance and advice as to the teaching of composition
I wouldrecommend the excellentand suggestive elementarybook on the subject latelypublished by
Mr. J. B. Park, of the "WilliamStreet School, Dunedin, and Dr. Abbott's well-knownlittleworkentitled
" How to Write Clearly."

The last two or three years have witnessed very considerable improvement in the teaching of
geography, but there is still ample scopefor further progress in the same direction. In many schools
I have been greatly dissatisfiedwith the geography lessons in the Second Standard. The work, which
is really easy and simple if intelligently taught, is too often done in a]thoroughly mechanical way;
and though the definitions can be repeated the children have no true comprehension of what they
denote, and know little or nothing of what a map is. Some, I have found, could define an island, but
could not tell whether it was land or water. Few knew whether and why the north end of New
Zealand was warmer than the south, or whether and why the sun rose earlier in New Zealand than in
Australia. Hardly any were able to point out a place at the equator directly south of the point where
the first meridian cuts theArctic Circle. In one school sometwentychildren could not point out a single
island on the map of the world. Teaching that leaves such results as the above must be hopelessly
devoid ofintelligence, and cannot possibly contribute to that training and discipline of the powers of
the mind which is the sole aim of the vast educational machinery of the colony. As in former years,
a very great proportion of thepupils examined for StandardIV. failed in this subject, a circumstance that
says little for the skill and thoroughness of the teaching. From what I have seen of the lessons in
geography, I believe that in most schools there is too little actual teaching of it, and far too much
hearing of book-work committed to memory, or supposed to be so, by the pupils. Were the time
evenly divided between actual teaching of the subject, andexamining on and recapitulating past work,
much greaterproficiency might readily be attained. Nowhere else are teachers more prone to con-
found teaching and examining, and to substitute the one for the other, with results that may be
disagreeableto them, but should certainly not be surprising. In the two highest standards too much
time is devoted to the barren drawing of outline maps. The teaching is also narrowin its scope, giving
insufficient prominence to the resources of the various countries, their great physical features, and
other kindred matters. A wider and more comprehensive treatment at this stage would greatly
increaseboth its interest and value as information.

History continues to be the worst-taught subject in the whole course of instruction. Some
teachers have an indifferent acquaintance with the subject themselves, and cannot for that reason
teach it successfully. A great many seem to aim at getting the scholars to commit to memory
the ipsissima verha of the text-book, and their success in accomplishing this feat is often astonishing.
But no one can call such work teaching, and no pupil can derive much benefit from going through this
worthless process of eram—for such in most cases it is, and nothing else. The failures in history in
Standard 111. have been very numerous ; but this is not to be wondered at, for the lessons are vaguely
defined, extendoverthe whole range of English history, and are often beyond the graspof the majority
of the children. In Standard IV., also, thefailures werevery abundant, and theanswers, when correct,
were generally couched in the words of the text-book. At this stage somewhat more intelligent work,
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might be forthcoming. It is when we find the same want of intelligence in the history of Standards
V. and VI. that there is substantial reason to complain of the character of the instruction. Unfortu-
nately such occasions aretoo common—not only in small schools, where there is little timefor teaching
this and several others of the subjects, but also in the large schools, where no such obstacleto efficient
teaching exists. The text-books in the hands of the pupils are, however, largely to blame for the
indifferent character of the work; for they are either too meagre or too full of facts, while in both
cases theconnection of causes and effects is not traced with sufficient clearness and emphasis. The
chiefrequisites for betterinstruction in history in the schools are: a better and fuller knowledge of the
subject on the part of the teachers, and more careful and diligent preparation of the lessons to be
taught. In no subject is it more necessary for the teacher to prepare the lesson thoroughly before-
hand, and settle its scope and how he is to handle it. For intelligent instruction such preparatory
studyis indispensable, and to the general neglect of it the shortcomings in the teaching must be mainly
attributed.

Frequent complaints are made to me by parents about the lessons required to be prepared at
home. In several cases inquiry has shown that an altogether unreasonable amount of home work
was prescribed. If the teaching in the schools is such as it ought to be, there should be no occasion
for burdening children with work of this kind. At the outside, home lessons should not take up
more than an hour for their thorough preparation. Anything in excess of that is unnecessary, and
may be hurtful. Iwould advise that few or even no writtenexercises should be set for this purpose.
In the great majority of cases they are so badly done that it would be a gain to omit them altogether.
Where the lessons are taught, and not merely heard, home preparation is a matter of secondary import-
ance. In the larger schools the school-hours are sufficient, if turned to proper account, for teaching
all the scholars have to learn; and all that is required to get rid of the bugbear of home lessons is
to make a practice of teaching a lesson first, and examining on it afterwards. It should never be for-
gottenthat unnecessary hours of home study injure health, and mar happiness and comfort, at an age
when these interests should be guarded with sacred care, Loss of health and sourness of temper are
far too great a sacrifice to make for the doubtful advantages to be secured. A wise teacher will prefer
to err on the safe side; and if he incur the censure of some parents, he will gain the approval of the
more thoughtful, and deserve the blessing of the young, who are spared an unnecessary infliction.

Object-lessons, for the most part of a suitable character, are regularly given in nearly every
school. I have asked that full notes of thesebe kept for examination, but a good many have failed to
comply with this very reasonable request. I have not had many opportunities of ascertainingthe
results of the science lessons, but what I have seen has not impressed me highly with the value of this
part of the school-work. In a few schools, however, the children have gaineda good deal of useful and
accurate knowledge of the elements of the subject. Not a few teachers in the smaller schools have
given no instruction in this subject, the other claims on their time and attention not allowing of it.

Another year's experience of the present system confirms the opinion I have ere now expressed,
that it cannot be successfully carried out in the smaller schools, in which a single unassisted teacher
has to do everything. Such a teacher finds his time so cut up by the great number of lessons that
must be taught separately thathe can produce little impression. Many complain that, no matter how
faithfully they work, theyfeel they are beating the air. They cannot, they say, dwell long enough
on any lesson to teach it effectually, but have to hurry after the time-table. Iv a school with five
standards and a single teacher, I have computed that at the very least 85 separate lessons must be
taught every week. In most schools of this kind the number is 90, or over, but with propercare it
may bereduced to 85. Now there are five hours a day available for school work. 8011-calling, class-
movements, and other unavoidable interruptions, will occupy half an hour of this time. There will
thus be left twenty-two and a half hours in the weekfor 85 lessons that must be taught separately,
or an averagetimeper lesson of somewhat less than sixteen minutes. Some will no doubt occupy less
thanthe average time,and others maybe correspondingly lengthened,but the gain of timefor the longer
lessons cannot in any circumstances be considerable. In the above computationtwolessons a weekare
allowed for teaching each of the following subjects, to each of the two highest Standards (IV. and V.) :
Arithmetic, grammar, geography, history. Now the teachers assert that the time thus allowed for
these lessons is insufficient for teaching them intelligently and efficiently. Were the attendance per-
fectlyregular the difficulty complained of wouldbe great,but it is always muchaggravated by frequent
absences for one or more days, and often for long periods. I must frankly admit that I consider the
difficulty here insisted on a very serious one, sufficient to encourageteachersto attribute the ill-success
of their labours to the unworkable andrigid character of the system they have to carry out, rather than
to any deficiency in skill and fidelityon their own part. Ido not say that this is always the cause of
their ill success, but they often feel that it is a sufficient and unavoidable cause of failure. In the
Otago District there are forty schools in the position just discussed. Their teachers possess, Ibelieve,
quite as much professional skill and ardouras theirmore successful brethren, but their percentage
of passes was only 64, or 13 per cent, below that for the whole of the district. In the same district
there were 28 schools with four standards taught by a single teacher. Here the number of lessons
need not exceed 75, which will allowfor each an averagetimeof eighteen minutes. In these 28 schools
thepercentage of passes was 61, or 16 per cent, below that for the whole of the district. For the sake
of comparison I have computed the percentageof passes in the thirteen schools in the North District
having a staff of two teachers (aidedby apupil-teacher in two cases). In these thepercentageof passes
is 75, or 2 per cent, below the average for the wholeof the district. The higher results in the thirteeen
schools justreferred to I attribute mainly, if not wholly, to the circumstance that a considerably longer
time can be given to each lesson, rather than to any superior skill on the part of their teachers. The
above considerations go far to justify the opinion that the existing system of elementary education
cannot, on the average, be carried on with success in the smaller schools. For intelligent andeffective
teaching a certain time is required, but the number of separate lessons is such as to leave this all-
important condition unsatisfied. This being so, the teacher loses heart, the scholars are discouraged,
and learning from text-books more or less takes theplace of thatquickening contact of mind with mind
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which is indispensable to true mental training. In the smaller schools the prevailing mechanical
character of the work is mainly due to the hurry and pressure under which the teaching is done, and
to the apparently unavoidable necessity for substituting learning from text-books—in other words,
cratn—for skilful teaching in classes.

There can, I think, be no doubt that some modification in the regulations of the Education
Department, calculated to lessen the evils I have tried to point out, is urgently needed. What is
wanted is a reduction in the number of lessons that must be taught separately. Such a reduction may
be made by omitting some subjects and amalgamating others, so that two classes might be taken
together in one subject. Geography, for example, might be omitted from Standard 11., and history
from Standard 111., without any detriment to the education given in the public schools. If the pass
in the standard were madeto depend wholly upon reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic, and composi-
tion, then grammar, geography, and history might be examined as class subjects, and reported, on
specially; and there would be nothing to prevent the amalgamation of the classes preparing for two
standards into one class in any of these subjects. Besides lessening materially the number of separate
lessons, such an arrangement would greatly facilitate an Inspector's examination, for he could
substitute a brief oral class examination for the individual written examination which the desire to
deal fairlybetween scholars and schools compels him to resort to at present, and he would be better
able to tell—what alone it is important to know—whether the teaching was intelligent,skilful, and
thorough. Parents in all parts of this district complain that the children are burdened with an
intolerable amountof work. Teachers protest that more is required of them than they can efficiently
overtake. On every hand are complaints. No doubt these are partly, perhaps largely, due to
unskilful instruction ; but they are unquestionably in a great measure due to the elaborate and rigid
character of the regulations that direct the curriculum of study. lam convinced thatmodification in
the direction I have indicated would materially relieve the pressure of work now experienced in the
smaller schools, and tend to make the teaching and examining of all grades of schools more easy and
effective, while it would not to any appreciable extent detract from the breadth and comprehensive
range of the education now attempted.

It is to be noted that no very revolutionary change would be required to effect the desired
improvement. All the subjects now taught could continue to be taught, but they wouldnot be taken
in the same subdivisions as at present. "Whoever went through the full course of the public schools
would learn all thathe learns now, but in a different order. The existing sequence of the parts of a
subject is certainly the best and most natural, but the gain on that account is, as I believe, much more
than counterbalanced by unavoidable disadvantages.

Of the discipline and tone of the schools I can still report favourably.
During the year a good deal has been done by School Committees, with or without assistance

from the Board, to improve the school-buildings and their surroundings. In a few cases broken
window-panes, bad door-locks, &c, have been left unrepaired for considerable periods; but such cases
have been rare and exceptional. The new schools are substantially built and suitably arranged, and
give every satisfaction in the districts where they have been erected.

I have, &c,
Donald Petkie, M.A.,

The Secretary, Otago Board of Education. Inspector of Schools.

2. Me. Taylob's Bepoet.

Sic,— Dunedin, 31st March, 1882.
I have the honor to present my report for the year ended 31st December, 1881.

During the year I made visits of inspection to 40 schools, and examined, according to the regula-
tions of the Education Department, 76 schools, situated principally in the Peninsula, Taieri, Bruce,
Tuapeka, and Clutha Counties. I also assisted Mr. Petrie with the examinationof 20 of the largest
schools in the district, and with office duties.

The greater part of the year was occupied by standard examination work, a few months only
being available for visits of inspection. The regulation relating to inspection states " That, as far as
practicable, the work of the Public School Inspectors shallbe so arranged as to provide for two visits
to every public school in every year: one visib for purposesof general inspection, and the other visit
for the purpose of examination according to the standards." In this district so much timeis taken
up with examinations and other duties that visits of inspection, except to a small number of schools,
are impossible, and consequently a very important part of the work devolving upon us has to be left
undone. In some instances, where the teachers are known to be efficient and faithful, an examination
once a year may be considered sufficient; but there are other cases where more visits than one would be
beneficial, by giving opportunity of making suggestions and recommendations, where necessary,
respecting management and methods of teaching, and of checking the registers and reporting
generally on the condition of the schools. Except in small schools, where the examination
work is light, general inspection on the game day cannot, from want of time, receive adequate
attention.

In the 76 schools examinedby me, 3,037 pupils were presented for examination, of which number
2,295 passed the standard for which they were presented. The following table shows (1) the number
of piipils who were presented in each standard, (2) the number who passed, (3) the numberwho failed,
(4) the percentage of passes in each standard, (5) the average age of the pupils examined in each
standard, and (6) the number of schools at which each standard wasrepresented:—'
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A comparison of the above table with those for previous years,contained in the Secretary's report,
shows but little alteration in the percentage of passes or the average agefor the different standards
and the likelihood that there will be but little advance in the former or decreasein the latter until
compulsory attendance is made moregeneral than it is at present. It deserves to be noticed, however,
that, for the whole of the district, thenumber of pupils presented in the higher standards continues to
increasefrom year to year, the number of pupils presentedin each of the Standards 111., IV., V., and
VI. being this year more than 100 over that of last year. Standard IV. is the standardof education
which, if a child has reached it, shall, according to the Education Act, exempt him from compulsory
attendance, and, I presume, shall be deemed a fair educational foundation and a fair equipment for the
business of life; but, as showing a great desire to reach the highest standards, and to avail themselves
of the greatest amount of education the public schools can offer, 1,132pupils presented themselvesfor
examinationin StandardsV. and VI., being an increaseof 260 overlast year. That the total percentage
of passes for this year—namely,78—is somewhat higher than for the previous one—namely, 76—is
good evidence of continued diligenceand intelligent teaching, and a proof that the former efficiency of
the schools is being more than maintained.

In the appendix to this report the usual detailed statement* is given for each of the 76 schools
examined by me, from which it can be seen that 13 of them show a percentage of passes of 90 and
over; 37, between 70 and 90; 20, between 50 and 70 ; and 6 below 50. These results are more satis-
factory than the corresponding results of last year. When a school passes less than 50 per cent, of
those presented for examination, it is certain proof that something is seriously at fault either in the
generalmanagementor methods of teaching, orboth. Of the six schools on my list showing less than
50 per cent, of passes, I am disposed to attribute failure in two of them to mismanagement and an
ambition to present pupils in high standards; but in the other four I believe failure arose not so much
from mismanagement as from the inefficient and unintelligent methods of teachingemployed either by
their present teachers, or by those immediately preceding them, and was altogether inexcusable.

In regard to reading, I cannot report so favourably of it as I did last year. Even in some of the
largest andbest schools, where one naturally expects to hear good reading, it is rather disappointing.
Its unsatisfactorycharacter is chiefly due, I believe, to the fact that in the large schools most of the
junior classes, in which the foundationof a good style has to be laid, are in charge of young teachers
who in many cases seem satisfied if thepupils acquire the power of naming the words in the order of
the book with fluency, irrespective of the other qualities that characterize good reading. Little
improvement is likely to be effected until headmasters direct particular attention to the subject and
insist upon abetter stylebeing practised. The principal defectsare—great haste, inattention to pauses,
and indistinct enunciation. If teachers would insist upon their pupils reading in a slow deliberate
manner, with attention to pauses, and with a firm and distinct utterance, a great advance would be
made in the way of intelligentand intelligible reading, and a proper preparation for giving it taste and
expression would be afforded.

I wash to advert here to the practice sometimes met with, ofkeeping classes reading over and over
again during a whole year the same little books until they can say them off by rote. The object of
such a practice, of course, is to secure accurate reading at nextexamination; but I have observed that
it utterly fails of its purpose, for the reason that the pupils, having become so familiar with the
substance of the lessons that when once started they can go right on without requiring to consult the
book except in the very smallest degree, keep substituting one word for another, and so prodnce
inaccurate reading, and reveal the weakness of the expedient. I very much fear that if the pupils of
such classes met with the words of their books in other connections they would fail to recognize them.
It would be much more profitable for the pupils and satisfactory to others interested in theirprogress
if at least two books suited to the same standard were gone overduring the year, rather thaii that one
book should be read over several times. These remarks apply chiefly to classes preparing for
Standards 1., 11., and 111.

The few remarks made in last year's report regarding the comprehension of the meaning of the
subject-matter of the reading lessons and of the verses of poetryprepared are applicable to thepresent
year, and need not to be repeated. I have, however, to expi'ess regret that greateruse is not made of
examination on the reading lesson, for when rightly and earnestly employed it becomes an educative
instrument of great power—greater, perhaps, than any other that can be used in the school. It is the
most serviceable in "forming and informing" the minds of children, and thus facilitates the study
of all other branches of instruction. It is a melancholy spectacle to see a class that has just managed
to read mechanically through a lesson stand absolutely mute when a simple question is asked about
the meaning of what has been read. Young teachers especially should use every effort to acquire
the art of examining skilfully and effectively,for it will add immensely to their power as educators,
and prove most profitable to those they educate.

* Not reprinted.

Standard. Presented. Passed. Failed. Percentage. Average Age.
No.of Schools at

which
Standards were

represented.

Itandard I.„ II.
„ HI.„ IV., V.„ VI.

735
776
722
500
226

78

620
630
507
335
144
59

115
146
215
165
82
19

84
81
70
07
64
7G

Yrs. mos.
9 1

10 5
11 7
12 9
13 3
14 5

74
74
75
07
54
24
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Object-lessons are given in nearly every school, and with considerable effect in some; but in the
majority of cases they do not receive that amount of attention they merit. Their purpose does not
always seemto be understood. Their main object should be to train the pupils to think and reason,
and not merely to cram them with anumber of facts. A plan of every lesson to be given ought to be
thought out by the teacher, and he should so introduce it to the notice of his pupils, by making calls
on whatknowledge they already possess, that they may be led to discover new facts for themselves.
Books on object-lessons are numerous, and many of them give excellent hints and present good
models; but the plan of alesson must be arranged in, and take as it were the shape of, the teacher's
own mind, before he is likely to present it to his pupils in a sufficiently interesting form to attract their
attention. A lesson that fails to command attention and arouse the interest of aclass ought to be
reckoned more or less a failure.

Composition shows very fair progress indeed. In several schools good specimens are produced.
Still, much requires to be done before this subject reaches the degreeof excellence to be desired. But,
as more attention is being directed to the subject, and greater facilities afforded for the acquirement
of the art, higher results may reasonably be expected. I have, &c,

"William Taylor,
The Secretary, Otago Education Board. Inspector of Schools.

3.—Mr. Petrie's Report on District High Schools.
Sib,— Education Office, Dunedin, 31st March, 1882.

I have the honor to submit my report on the District High Schools for theyear 1881.
Only two of the four District High Schools were examined, viz., those at Milton and Lawrence.

The Oamaru District High School had closed for the annual holidays before I could overtake its
examination. The rector has, however, supplied me with a statement of the extrabranches, and of the
work done in each, which I embody in this report. About the middle of the year the rector of
the Port Chalmers District High School resigned, and temporaryarrangementswere madefor carrying
on the work to the end of the year. The extra branches were then allowed to fall into abeyance, and
at the end of the yearit was not thought necessary to hold any specialexamination.

Tokomairiro District High School.—Examined December, 1881.

Lawrence District High School.—Examined December, 1881.

Subject. Class. No. No.
Taught. 'Examined. Work done.

jatin I. 6 4 Virgil, Book I.; Sallust's Catiline; Easy Translation
into Latin ; Grammar.

Virgil, Book I.; Grammar.
Principia Latina, Part I., 75 pages.,, „ Part I., 49 pages.
Ann's First Reader, 79 pages ; Grammaire des G-ram-

maires, 136 pages.
Ann's First Course, 89 pages.
Richard II., in Nelson's Series; Dr. Smith's Grammar ;

History from 1714 to present time.
Euclid, Books I., II., III.,IV., andVI.„ I., II., and III.

Todhunter's for Beginners, and Hamblin Smith's.
To end of Quadratics.
Simple Rules and Factoring.
Todhunter's for Beginners, and Hamblin Smith's.
Todhunter's for Beginners, first six chapters, and the

Solution of Triangles.

French

II.
III.
IV.

I.

2
4
9
G

2
4
9
5

Inglish
II.
I.

12
22

11
20

Geometry . ...
ilgebra

I.
II.

III.
I.

II.
III.

I.
II.

3
11
8

12
10
9

12
10

2
LO
8

10
10
9

10
10

'rigonometry...

iatin

Vench

Inglish

I.

II.

III.
I.

II.
III.

I.

2

6

8
5

1
9

10

2

6

8
5

1
8
9

Cffisar, in S.S.B.A. Series; Grammar; and Principia
Latina, Part IV., 47 pages.

Principia Latina, Part II., Fables and Anecdotes; and
Part I., 97 pages.

Principia Latina, Part I., 36 pages.
Aim's Second Course, to Exercise 100; De Jardin's

Eeader, to page 198.
Ahn's Erst Course.
Aim's First Course, to Exercise 70.
Richard II.,in Nelson's Series ; and English Language,

its History and Structure, in ditto.
Euclid, Books I., II,, III.,and IV., with Easy Exercises

on Book I.
Euclid, Books I. and II.
Euclid, Book I.
Todhunter's for Beginners, 229 pages.„ „ 120 pages.„ „ 41 pages.

Jeoinetry I. 3 3

Jgebra

II.
III.

I.
II.

III.

2
10
2
9

24

2
9
2
9

24
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Oamaru District High School.

At the Tokomairiro District High School a large amount of extra work has been done. The
mathematical subjects have been taught with very great success, and the pupils have made rapid
and soundprogress in the different branches studied. In English and French very fair results have
attended the teaching. The Latin classes were somewhat weaker than the others. The translations
were for the most part feeble, and the accidence, though well known by some, was on the whole
backward.

At the Lawrence District High School the Latin papers werevery well answered. Therehas been
a steady improvement in the teaching of this subject. Very satisfactory results were found both in
French and in English. The algebra and geometryhave been on the whole very successfully taught.
Though the work was not so advanced as that at Tokomairiro, it will bear favourable comparison with
the latterin accuracy and intelligence. 1 have, &c,

Donald Peteie, M.A.,
The Secretary, Otago Education Board. Inspector of Schools.

SOUTHLAND.
Sin,,— Invercargill, 27th February, 1882.

I hare the honor to forward my general report for the year 1881. At the end of the year
G3 schools were in operation. Of these, 62 were inspected and examined; and one, owing to the fact
that it was not open til! after July, was onty examined : a few of them were inspected more than once.
The schools are generally well supplied with maps,black-boards, &c, but these articlesare not, I regret
to say, in all cases so well taken care of as they should be. Black-boards are not properly cleaned,and
maps are allowed to get into bad condition for want of a tack or two or a littlepaste. Locks of doors,
fences, &c, too, might often be kept in good orderif teachers would not be above turning a screw or
driving a nail occasionally. Except in a few places very little has been done in the way of beautifying
the school-grounds, which are for the most part veritable wildernesses. Teachers are somewhat migra-
tory in their habits, and few appearto care to sow what others mayreap : the result is, of course, un-
fortunate for the school glebes, the pupils, and, it may be added, the teachers themselves.

When my last report was written, of the 80 teachers employed by the Board 24 were unclassified.
At the end of the yearnow underreview 84 teachers were employed, and of these 20 wereunclassified ;
there was, therefore, a small increase in the percentage of unclassified teachers. Several of these
teachers presented themselves at the recent examination, and thus afforded evidence of their desire to
escape from their present unsatisfactory relation to the Education Department. Many of our schools
have suffered, and some are still suffering, from the scanty knowledge of their teachers; and children
are losing time that can never beredeemed, and contractingmental habits thatwillfollow themthrough
life. They leave school at thirteen or fourteen years of age with but little power of concentration,
of induction, and of observation, with only the slenderest knowledge of the language they are to
speak and write through life,but with tolerablyfixed habits of mental indolence and inattention. To
an earnest man this is a very serious affair; but upon the minds of some that undertake the office of
teacher the responsibility appears to sit very lightly.

During the year I paid a great deal of attention to the work of the pupil-teachers; and I am
bound to say that in only a veryfew schools do these teachers get sufficient instruction iv the art of
teaching and class management. I know only one school in which model and criticism lessons are
systematically given ; and, as might be expected, each of the pupil-teachers in that school is as good as
an average assistant. Thework of pupil-teachers requires continuous watching; no errors in methods
and management should long escape the head-teacher's vigilant eye; and, of course, none should go
unconnected. But it is not enough to say " That is wrong" and " That is wrong": the reason why it is
wrong should be pointed out, and the head-teacher should take the junior's class for a few minutes to
show how the correctionis to be practically carried out. Nor should this be an occasional thing: it
shouldbe repeated as often as the errors are repeated. In the pupil-teacher system Ihave the fullest
confidence, if head-teachers will but keep steadily in mind that not the least of theirduties is to make
teachers of those intrusted to their training.

The comparative tables I. and 11. show that our schools are, on the whole, steadily improving.
5—E. Ib.

Subject. Class. No.
Taught. Work clone.

jatin I. 3 Grammar; Principia Latina, Part II.; Anecdotes,
Mythology, and History, Books I. and II.

Principia Latina, Part I., to end of verbs.
De Jardin's French Class Books; Charles XII. ;

Racine's Athalie (last Act) ; and Translation of
English into French.

De Jardin's French Class Book, pp. 1-90, and
181-220.

Richard II.
Euclid, Books. I., II., and III.
Euclid, Book I.
To Quadratics.
Todhunter'sfor Beginners, 13 chapters.
Beginners.

'rench
II.
I.

11
7

Inglish
J-eomefcry

II. 5

Jgebra

I.
I.

II.
I.

II.
III.

9
5
7
3
6

li)
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Table I.—Showing the Percentage gained in the several Subjects of Examination for the Tears
1879, 1880, and 1881.

Subjects. 1879. 1880. 1881.
Eeading ... ... 872 ... 926 ... 845
Spelling ... ... 722 ... 8113 ... 82 3
Writing ... ... 871 ... 960 ... 952
Arithmetic ... ... 464 ... 53 5 ... 540
Grammar ... ... 264 ... 380 ... 524
Geography ... ... 440 ... 584 ... 620
History ' ... ... 170 ... 452 ... 480

The result gained in reading, it will be seen, is lower than that gained in any previous year. Ido
not think, however, that the subject was worse presented than in former years, but more stress was
laid upon the comprehension of the passage read. If a pupil read poorly, and gave satisfactory
answers to the questions on the subject-matter and the language, he was invariably passed; but
if, on the other hand, heread poorly, and could not answer the questions, lie was invariably recorded as
having failed.
Table II.—Showing the Percentage of Passes gained by each Standard in the several Subjects of

Examination for the Years 1879, 1880, and 1881.

Table Ill,tshowing the percentage gained by each school in the district, is, on account of its
length, given at the end of the report; but theresults of it are focussed in the following statement:—Average percentage gained of the passes attainable, 734.

The prevalence of measles during the greater part of the year no doubt very seriously affected the
state of the schools. Of the 2,929 pupils due for examination in the standards, only 1,499 had
attended three-fourths and upwards of the school meetings held during the interval between the
examination for 1880 and that for 1881; and, of the remainder, 875 had attended more than one-half
but less than three-fourths, and 555 less than one-half, of the meetings. The wretched quality of the
attendancerevealed here was probably largely due to the epidemic referred to; but thefact that the
attendance was very inferior must, in justice to our teachers, be borne in mind in connectionwith the
tables of this report.

Table IV.—Showing the Number of Pupils due for Examination, the Number Absent on the Day
of Examination, the Number Examined, the Number that Passed the Standard for which they
were presented, and the Percentage of Passes in Standards.

Standards. Average Age. Beading. Spelling. Writing. Arithmetic. Grammar. Geography. History.

Standard I., 1879
1880
1881

Standard II., 1879„ 1880
1881

Standard III., 1879
1880
1881

Standard IV., 1879
1880
1881

Standard V., 1879
1880
1881

Standard VI.,* 1880
1881

Yrs. mos.
9 6
9 2
9 2

11 5
10 11
10 4
12 5
12 0
10 10
13 5
13 3
12 10
13 11
13 11
14 1
13 9
14 7

896
89-7
786
86-8
92-9
840
816
95-1
86-2
905
91-1
92-9
85-1
96-1
982

100-0
1000

86-0
82-5
86-2
833
88-7
86-2
554
71-8
77-8
480
77-0
75.4
37-8
779
86-7
80-0
92 9

91'4
965
930
86-9
956
93 0
833
951
940
80-2
959
980
89 2
85-5

lOO'O
1000
100-0

56-7
70-2
58-4
41-1
519
60-0
495
41-6
48-8
310
300
362
230
32-7
531
80-0
78-6

292
41-8
56-4
266
43 0
468
150
30 3
40-6
800
500

46-5
55-9
673
45-3
420
561
34-5
596
58-2
487
34G
672

1000
78-6

14-5
28-4
401
2O6
49-6
56'7
203
375
743

100-0
643

* There were no pupils presented in this standard in 1878.

Standards.
Children
Due for

Examination.

Absent on
Day of

Examination.
Adually

Examined.

Passed in
accordance

with Regula-
tion 8.

Percentage
of Passes in
Standards.

Standard I.„ n., in.

841
931
749
274
117

17

69
100
55
19
3
3

772
831
694
255
114
14

601
584
268

70
55
10

779
70-3
38-6
275
48-2
71-4

Totals 2,929 249 2,680 1,588 593

| Not rei irinted.
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Besides the 2,929 children duefor examination in the standards, 1,596, having an average age of

seven years, were presented as infants not yet fit to be examined in Standard I. This seems a large
proportion to be below the requirements of Standard 1.,but I find that it is no larger than the propor-
tion of infants in most of the other education districts. Except in the larger schools and in a few of
the smaller ones, this class is sadly neglected. To teach thirty or fortychildren divided into five or six
classes is of course no easy matter, and few teachers succeed in doing it well; but the difficulty would
be found much less formidable were about ten minutes out of every thirty of the school-day set aside
for the supervision of classes doing silent work in desks, and about five of the ten minutes invariably
given to the infant class. Where the lessons are of thirty minutes' duration the general rule should
be : teach about twenty minutesand supervise about ten.

Beading.—l cannot, I regret to say, report much improvement in the method of teaching this
subject. It is still too commonly taught as if mere ability to utter the words of the book were the
only thing to be aimed at. Measured by the standard of verbal fluency, thereading is tolerably satis-
factory, though even here distinctness of utterance is the exception rather than the rule. Very little
heed is paid to the stops given in the text,and still less to logical pauses. The pupila read right on as
if only solicitous to finish as quickly as possible the sentence or two assigned to them. The samefaults
are common in the recitation of poetry.

Spelling and Wbiting.—These are now the two strongest subjects of the whole school-course.
In many schools the writing is excellent, and in very few is it really bad. The mistakes most
frequently met with are errors in points of junction of the hook and the link, in the width and length
of the loop, and in the relativeheights and lengths of the t, h, d, &c. In my view, so long as children
write in copy-books, vce cannot be too particular in insisting upon their imitating every detail of the
head-lines. In many schools the home-exercisebooks are models of neatness.

Aeithmetic.—Thisis a very easy subject to teach so long as neither teacher nor examiner goes
beyond mererules; but difficult when general principles are dealt with by the teacher and examined
in by the Inspector. Most of my questionswere problems, and were not to be answeredby mere rule.
They required for their solution a knowledge of principles, and were therefore generally poorly
answered. Instead of divide 53,228 by 7, the question ran :If 53,228 marbles be divided amongst7
boys, how many marbles will each boy get ? Insteadof subtract the sum of £19 6s. lid. aud £8 3s. lOd.
from £40, the question ran: If a man had £40 and spent £19 6s. lid. in one shop and £8 3s. lOd. in
another, how much would he have left ? and so on. The form of these questions differed from the
form of those the children had been accustomed to ; and, ignorant of the principles of therules they
had learnt, a large number of them broke down. Teachers would do well to attend to the excellent
suggestions made by Mr. Habens in the annotated standards. There is a great lack of thoroughgoing
black-board instruction in this subject.

Geammae.—Like arithmetic, this subject is difficult to teach if the teacher aims at anything above
the merely mechanical. Generallyit maybe said that the children should not be allowed to enter
upon the grammarof a sentence the import of the language of which they do not understand. I
invariably select the passage for parsing from the reading-book of the class : the languageof the books
is seldom understood; and, as might have been expected, the percentage of failures in this subject is
very high. The composition was generally worse done than the parsing. There is an abundance of
time devoted to essays, letter-writing, reproduction, and so on, to make very fair composers of the
pupils; but the method of correcting these exercises, though very laborious, is so ineffective that the
time is spent almost in vain. My experience has now taught me that it is well nigh useless to suggest
remedies in a general report, for those teachers that most need help are precisely those that pay least
attention to what is said. At the risk, however, of wribing in vain, I shall indicate briefly what appears
to me to be an intelligent method of correcting the composition exercise. (1.) Let the exercise be
done in an exercise-book. (2.) Collect the books and examine the exercise out of school-hours, care-
fully underlining every error, and transferring two or three examples of each kind of error to a note-
book. (3.) On the following day transfer the errors from the note-book to the black-board (and this
should be done either before school assembles in the morning, or during the dinner recess). (4.)
Make these errors the subject of the day's grammar lesson; after which distribute the books, and
cause the children to correct their own errors. (5.) Be-examine the exercise to see that this has been
well done. (6.) Do not make the criticisms personal. The errors are made by the class, and should
be treated as such.

Geography.—ln a large number of schools this subject is but poorly known and poorly taught.
It is really painful to watch some teachers give what they are pleased to dignifyby the term lesson—
now peering into the text-bookfor the facts, and now groping about the map in search of the place
about which thefacts are stated. This kind of work is, of course, utterly inexcusable,for any man that
will take the trouble to work up and arrange the facts can give a very fair lesson in geography. Our
better teachers teach the subject from maps drawn by themselves on the black-board. Of course a
class will have a much more exalted notion of the man that can rapidly sketch out his own map, and
fill in the details of the lesson from a full mind, than of the man that knows less of the subject than
themselves.

History.—There is not much real teaching in history, but there is a good deal of effort made to
work up the text-book, and with tolerably fair success.

Object-Lessons and Elementary Science.—Object-lessons are now given in most schools;
but, except in a few, very ineffectively. There is too much of the pouring-in process, and not enough
of the drawing-out—in a word, the lessons are not made educative. With respect to elementary
science, the general complaint made by teachers is want of apparatus. To me this appears to be a
confession of ignorance, for any man with a sound knowledge of (he subjects named under Regulation
12 can do more good work with rough apparatus improvised by himself than with the elaborate sets of
apparatus made up by the instrument-makers at Home. Children can easily imitate the teacher'srough
handiwork, and will become experimenters themselves, but they will never attempt to imitate the
perfect article of the instrument-maker. Hitherto no marks have been assigned for excellence in
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science- and object-lessons ; but in future, when Eegulations 9 and 12 are fully complied with, and the
character of the work done is satisfactory, I purpose to allow marks—the maximum to be 10 per cent,
on themarks attained in the other subjects.

Sewing.—ln most of the schools in which this subject is taught the character of the work done
reflects the highest credit upon the teachers.

Singing and Drawing.—ln most of the large schools, and in a few of the small ones, the singing
is excellent, and the elements of the theory of music are fairlyknown; but in the majority of schools
nothing is done in this subject. The drawingis generally very inferior.

Eecobds.—The records are now in a better condition than in any previous year. Except in one
or two schools, they are fully written up, and neatly and accurately kept.

The discipline andbehaviour of our schools have improved since my last report was written. In
a few schools they are very good ; in a large numberfair, and bad in only very few.

I have, &c,
P. GrOYEN,

The Secretary, Education Board, Invercargill. Inspector of Schools.

AUCKLAND.
Sis,,— Auckland, 1882.

I have the honour to submit this report for the year ended 31st December, 1881.
The number of primary schools in the Education District, and the attendance of pupils, are given

in the following table:—

The attendance in the Decemberquarter of 1880 was : roll number, 14,939; average, 11,830.
Since the date of my last report the training college has been opened. The report of thePrincipal

will show the nature of the work done.
Many teachers and pupil-teachers mistake the kind of assistance meant to be given them in con-

nection with the Training College. It is that which will develop the habits of thought and self-help,
not that which will destroy and impair these habits. It will happen under this system that those who
cannot or will not help themselves, who want almost everything to be done for them, will fail to fulfil
the requirements of their position and must give way to others. There can be no doubt that this is
a benefit to education. 1 hold it to be a benefit to the individuals themselves,for no good can come to
any one from trying to follow a calling to which he is unequal I think the Board will have little
difficulty in procuring for the future an excellent class of pupil-teachers from the public schools;
especially as it will now be possible to raise the age for their beginning the work to sixteen, and to
require that they shall qualify for beginning by passing the Sixth Standard.

As somewhat bearing on this matter, I would here refer to a feeling which has shown itself in one
or two places in favour of excludingpupils of over fifteen from the public schools. The Education
Act provides that pupils over fifteen must have the consent of the Committee to their attendance. I
think this is a wise provision. It is as well thatyoung people of an age when they are apt to become
difficult of control, should not be able to claim entrance to the schools as a right. This is as far, I
think, as the Act was designed to go. It seems to me monstrous to suppose that it was intended to
shut out well-conductedboys and girls, whose parents are perhaps stretching a point to keep them at
school, or others of the same kind, whoseearly education has been neglected or hindered. It is from
the former class the best teachers may be expected to spring. Apart from this, to cut short the
education of children is to inflict an injury on the State, in this case almost gratuitously, as theextra
cost of all these pupils is comparatively trifling. Again,by excluding these pupils, an injustice is done
to the classes who are not wealthy enough to send their children to the secondary schools. Perhaps
some of those who desire to exclude them have forgotten to look at the matter from apublic point of
view.

In connection with the question of the age of pupils comes the question of the age of candidates
for scholarships. The present regulation on this point is, that candidates for district scholarships must
not be less than twelve, nor more than seventeen years of age. Ido not attach much weight to the
objection thatit is not fair to the youngercandidates to make them contend at equal weights, so to speak,
with the older ones. Scholarships and the like are not intended for the benefit of individuals. The
country, with an enlightened selfishness, enables them to be founded, in order that she may selectfor
further education those most likely to do the State some service. Of course it is not possible to
contrive a perfect machinery for this end. That adopted by the Auckland Board has, in my view,
acted well. Iwas asked, before the Eoyal Commission on Education in 1879, as to whether it might
not be advantageousto make a distinction between boys under sixteen andboys under fourteen. My
answer was :" I doubt it very much. If all boys were equal in intellect, in maturity of intellect, and
had the same surroundings and associations, a distinction might be made. As things must be, age is
but one element." Another objection is that it is found very inconvenient in the secondary schools to
have boys of fifteen beginning classics and mathematics, and further, that the boys themselves are

Koll Number. Workiu Average Attendance.
Quarter ending. Number of

Schools.
M. B 1. Total. M. F. Total.

tfarch 31st
rune 30th
September 30th
December31st ...

206
210
210
212

8,230
8,254
8,190
8,258

7,473
7,447
7,378
7,572

15,703
15,701
15,568
15,830

G,627
6,395
6,248
6,457

5,936
5,687
5,462
5,818

12,563
12,082
11,710
12,275
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placed at a great disadvantage by beginning late. Our experience in Auckland does not bearout this
last objection. It is well known that the district scholarship boys have come wellto thefront at the
Grammar School, and that many of them have gained open scholarships. lam inclined to think that
the first-named objection has been over-rated, as what I have jnst statedwill, to some extent,bear out.
To return to the last objection, I am aware that a good deal may be said in favour of the idea that boys
for secondary schools should be caught young. I am not prepared to admit that this is to be looked
on as indisputable ; if, however, we admit its truth in a general way, it by no means follows that it is
justifiable to make very young boys fight their way through a competitive examination into these
schools. I reall cannot think that it is required at this time of day to show how deadly such a process
must be to children of, say, eleven. Every one should be able to figure that to himself. Unfortunately
we are not left to rely on theory alone in this matter. We have a wide experience, too, to warn and
to guide. To come to a particular experience. A gentleman, whose recent lamented death causes a
serious loss to education in this colony, described to me the sort of young boys who won scholarships
in the district with which he was connected. Small, sharp, precocious boys, with bad physical develop-
ment, no weight of brain, and no future in them. He was of opinon, and I entirely agree with him,
that public money spent in turning out such an article is worse than lost. It must be borne in mind
that the mischief done by early competition is not confined to the unfortunate competitors j the virus
infects the school and the district. Under what I may call the comparatively healthy system pursued
here, lam satisfied that, as a rule, the most promising boys have gained the scholarships. Some of the
best have gained them at fifteen, after trying for two years before. I myself agree with those who
think that it is no benefit to a boy to begin the study of classics and mathemathics before twelve.
However that may be I am convinced that it would be most injurious to the public primary school
system to permit competition for scholarships by children under twelve. I do not see so much
objection to reducing the upper limit of ages, say, to boys under fifteen. The Tital point to be con-
sidered is the healthy and successful education of the great body of the people. If the secondary
schools cannot make their arrangements to contribute to this end, some other mode of disposing of the
winners of scholarships must be devised, I fully recognize the importance of secondary and higher
schools and the University in the structure of national education. That structure has its foundation
in theprimary school, and it behoves us to build the foundation strong,

The system of examination in standards, begun here in 1879, has received further development.
It must, of course, take some years yet before the system is fully developed, so that its defects shall be
minimizedand its good points made the most of. I would again point out that much mischiefwill be
done by putting pressure on teachers to send up pupils prematurely. Undoubtedly, as the Chairman
of the Board has pointed out, every reasonable precaution should be taken to prevent abuse. Teachers
are now required to furnish a list of the pupils not presented; and, in case of every child over seven,
to state the reasons why the child has not been presented.

I append a table showing the number examined and passed in each standard. It willbe seen that
thepercentage is larger than that of last year (66).

As I mentioned in my last report, the test of results is often a fallacious one. We want to know
how the results have been brought about. Great efforts have been taken here to encourage teachers
to seek results from judicious training, and not from " the brute force of cramming," which is directly
antagonisticto healthful " mental training." Injudicious outside interference will tend to neutralize
these efforts. There seems, unfortunately, now-a-days a tendency in this and other matters to believe
that entire ignorance of a subject is the best qualification for the utterance of dogmatic opinion
upon it.

The state of the schools is on the whole satisfactory. Of course there are many shortcomings—
a want of buildings, unsuitable buildings, unsatisfactory teachers. The last-named evil will never
wholly disappear; it is to be hoped that year by year it may be lessened.

The methods of teaching the various subjects are, on the whole, improving. I have so frequently
dealt with this subject in former reports that I think that it is not needed I should do so now.
But I would again impress on teachers the necessity of teaching arithmetic in an intellectual fashion.
It is time that the use of the multiplication table were abandoned.

The remarks made in my last year's report, in regard to teachers not paying due attention to the
health of their pupils, are, I regret to say, still in some degree applicable. I find that in many cases
the means provided for the ventilation of schools are not sufficiently made use of; that the rooms are
not flushed with air when the pupils are out of them; that an undue amount of home work is given.
There is undoubtedly an improvement in these respects since last year, which it is to be hoped will be
rapidly progressive.

There is, I am glad to say, a somewhatbetter state of things prevailing respecting that exalting of
children on which I had occasion to animadvert last year. Not onlyherebut in other districts, as lam

Presented. Passed.
Standard. Per Cent.

M. F. Total. M, F. Total.

I.
II.

IIT.
IV.v.
VI.

1,250
1,299

842
462
152
23

1,102
1,236

823
438
108

17

2,352
2,535
1,665

900
260

40

964
911
496
271
111
21

905
904
512
292
70
12

1,869
1,815
1,008

563
181
33

79 4
71'5
60-5
62-5
69-0
82'5

Total 4,028 3,724 7,752 2,774 2,095 5,469 70-5
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informed, the most enlightened school authorities and teachers are setting their faces against practices
like those describedlast year; practices the almost inevitable result of which will be " a race of men
who will be incapable of doing anything which is disagreeable to them." The development of
larrikinism in Victoria should serve as an emphatic warning to New Zealand.

Among the schools 38 are taught half-time—that is to say, one master takes two schools, teaching
each lor half the time; it may be week about or some other arrangement. I consider every alternate
week the best for elementary schools. These schools have succeeded admirably where the teacher is
competent and energetic and receives the support and encouragement of the parents. Where the
parents are opposed to the plan the schools do not get on sawell. I have no doubt myself that a well-
conducted half-time school will produce as goodresults as a well-conducted whole-time school, and in
a far healthier way. I have long thought that this plan is especially adapted for thehigher education
of girls. It is heart-rending to think of the amount of work in the way of school lessons and accom-
plishments which a girl is often expected to crowd into every week. No time for the digestion and
assimilationof knowledge ; but little time for healthful exercise or for the acquirement of acquaintance
with home duties. lam convinced that if half the time were given to school work and the remainder
left free for other things, the "dull brain," that "perplexes and retards," of many a girl would be
cleared. Health would be given to her, intellectually and physically; a real educating process would
be substituted for our present senseless proceedings. At these future generations will look back
with amazement. lam convinced that this system could be well applied in some form to the larger
elementaryschools. The half-time system has great possibilities. In this way, perhaps, the problem
of how to giye technical instruction during school years can best be solved. In this way time can
be found for girls to acquire aknowledge of household duties. These things have been done in other
countries. 1 quote from arecent author. " Take one out of a hundred instances that might be adduced:
The Albergo dei Poveri at Naples, one of the most wisely conducted and most successful institutions of
the kind in the world, has turned street boys into Paesellos and Verdis. Here, although the more
refined and elevated arts of music, drawing, painting, sculpture, architecture, &c, are taught, it is not
as accomplishments to vitiate the character by unclassifying the pupils ; but, someone of thesepursuits
being carefully selected, according to the aptitude of each individual, it is thenceforward made the
subject of his special and serious study as a future profession. Those boys who arefound to have no
aspirations or qualifications for anything higher are taught bookbinding, cabinetmaking, tailoring,
shoemaking, &c." I give this quotation simply to show what may be done, and to furnish food for
thought. If the value of thehalf-time system were generally recognized, carpenters, dressmakers, and
others, would probably take boys and girls as apprentices at an earlier age than usual, on the under-
standing that the apprentices should attend school on everyalternate week. lam certain that neither
the school nor the workshop would suffer. The elasticity of mind produced by variety would insure
betterwork in each. Youths would be early trained to habits of industry, and a most welcome relief
would beafforded to many an overburthened parent. Then, there is the money question. The growing
cost of education in New Zealand is a matter for grave consideration. Under the half-time system the
same building and the same staff would be enough for twice the number of pupils. Here is the possi-
bility of a great economy in the future, when a large increase takes place in the number of pupils.
But perhaps it is too much to expect people to clear their minds of old notions which have their roots
deep down, and which spring from an unconscious (or conscious) belief in eram—that process so
"fatal to all true intellectual life."

There is a smaller economy which, I think, could be practised with beneficial results in many ways.
If no children under seven years old were admitted to the public schools a saving to some extent
would be made in the general fund and the building fund. The children would be very much bene-
fited. It will be seen in the education reports from the southern districts of New Zealand, where the
standard system has been in operation for some years, that the averageage at which pupils pass the
First Standard is aboutnine and a half years. Nothing but harm can come to childrenfrombeing kept
stewing in schools for the first two of these four years. To shut up a child in a school at five is to
arrest his physical growth and his intellectual growth. Justat this time he most requires freedom and
fresh air. Just at this time his observing powers are developingrapidly, and should have free scope.

Iregret to say that a tendency has begun to show itselfhere which should not be allowed to grow
into a practice. We have been happily free from it hitherto. In more than one case teachers have
sought to obtain appointment or promotion by canvassing and bringing outward pressure to bear. It
is easy to see how pernicious may be the results of this tendency. Witness may cease to be considered.
Not the man who has most qualifications, but the man who has most friends, may be he who will get
appointments. The possible disastrousresults to pupils and parents may come to be left out of sight
altogether. This is no vague apprehension. A Royal Commission is now sitting in Victoria to
examine into, amongst other things, the causes of the unsatisfactory state of many of the Victorian
schools. It has already been made plain enough that many of the schools are in a wretched condition,
and it has alsobeen made plain enough that this disastrous state of things has been brought aboutby
patronage. Ministers of Education have repeatedly passed over teachers of whose fitness they were
assured in favour of men whose chief qualifications were the good word of a Ministerial supporter.
It is, of course,not very likely that things will come to this pass here; but the evil principle is the
samewhen favour and not fitness is allowed to be made theroad to appointments. All efficient teachers
should resent this; all who have the good of educationat heart should resist it.

I have, &c,
The Chairman of the Education Board, Auckland. R. J. o'Sullivan.
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SOUTH CANTEEBUEY.

Sib,— 29th May, 1882.
I have the honor to submit my general report on the work of inspection for the year 1881.

Thirty-five schools were in operation during the year, being an increase of six on the number at
work in 1880. With the exception of North Orari, which has been closed for the greater part of the
year, all the schools have been examined in standards, and in a few cases, where the results were
unsatisfactory, a supplementary standard examinationwas held at the close of the year. Three small
schools received no intermediatevisit of inspection, but the larger proportion have been visited several
times.

The following table shows the generalresults of the standard examinations in the several schools,
giving the attendance, the classification of the scholars after examination, and the percentage of
passes :—
Eoll at December, 1881 ... ... 3,531 Eoll at December, 1881 ... '... 3,531
Percentage of roll number presented ... 516 Presented in standards ... ... 1,833
Passed—percentage of number presented 734 Passed as presented ... ... ... 1,346
Percentage of roll number passed— Percentage of number presented in each

StandardVI. ... ... ... '9 standard passed—
V. ... ... ... 1-3 Standard VI. ... ... ... 536

IV. ... 45 „ V. ... ... ... 39-6
111 90 „ IV 545
II 115 „ 111 726
I. ... ... ... 90 „ 11. ... ... ... 85-8

Total percentage ... ... ... 362 „ I. ... ~. ... 768
Total percentage of passes ... ... 73'4<

The following table compares the number and percentage passed in each standard for the pas
three years:—

A further comparison gives the number and percentage in the three main divisions into which
all the scholars may be suitably divided :—

And further, in 1879 1,159 out of 1,397, or 843 per cent., passed their standards as presented; in
1880, 1,538 out of 1,790, or 859 per cent. • and in 1881, 1,346 out of 1,833, or 734 per cent.

Viewing these comparisons it willbe seen (1) that the number of scholars present at examination
(2,859) was about the same as last year; (2) that the average standard of attainment, as shown by
the classification after examination,has slightly improved, there being a larger proportion of scholars
in the higher standards; (3) that the year's work compares unfavourably with that of last year, the
percentage of scholars who passed their standards being 734 as against 859 for 1880. This low
percentage of passes is undoubtedly the result of loss of time caused by the prevalence of sickness.
An epidemic of measles visited the whole district, and most of the schools were closed for severalweeks
and greatly disorganized. Many of the examinations were of necessity held immediately before or too
soon after the schools were closed to admit of the results being taken as fairlyrepresenting the school
work. In one case, where I had every confidence in the ability and zeal of the master, the work was
defective and the oral answering slowand inaccurate; but it was evident that the desire to be present
at the examinationhad brought a considerable number of children to school who were unfit to leave
their homes. The following day so many of the scholars were absent on account of measles that the
school was closed.

18' '9. 18! 10. 18! il.

Number. Percentage. Number. Percentage. Number. Percentage.

'assed Standard VI.
» jj * •IV-

Ill-n.
i.

ielow Standard I.

8
57

133
221
468
394
907

■3
26
62

100
213
179
413

12
101
168
390
54G
521

1,095

•4
35
59

138
193
18-4
38'6

40
73

235
455
529
420

1,107

1-4
25
8-2

16-0
18-5
14-7
38-7

2,193 2,833 2,859

18 '9. 180. 1881.

Number. Percentage. Number. Percentage. Number. Percentage.

'assed in Stands. VI.,V.,IV.„ III.,II., I.
'ailed to reach Standard I.

203
1,083

907

90
500
410

281
1,457
1,095

9-9
51-4
38-7

348
1,404
1,107

122
491
387

2,193 2,833 2,859
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As might naturally be supposed, the attendance of the younger children has been most affected
by sickness, and the result of the examination in the lower classes has been most unsatisfactory. In
several instances the whole of the scholars presented in Standards I. and 11. have failed to reach the
requirements, and it is very discouraging to see that there is no diminution in the large proportion of
children who fail to reach Standard I. After making every allowancefor the exceptional difficulties
teachers have had this year to contend with, it must be admitted that there are vital defects in the
course of instruction when out of 2,859 scholars examined 1,107, or 387 per cent., failed to reach
Standard I. ; in other words, that this large proportion could not read and spell easy words of one
syllable, write on slates the letters of the alphabet, and do very elementary addition. The reason is,
however, not far to seek. The syllabus is so exacting that the head-master's ability and energy are
fully taxed to cover the work of the upper standards, and the youngerclasses are left, with very little
supervision, to the management of pupil-teachers and incompetent assistants. I use the term
incompetent advisedly, for of the twenty assistant teachers at present in the Board's employ only
nine are certified, and the greatest difficulty is experienced in securing the services of assistants
with even the most limited knowledge of school work. It is admitted on all hands that the most skilled
teaching is required to do justice to the infant and junior classes ; and all who have tested the capacity
of children must agreethat if the instruction in the early stages werethoroughlyefficient, the average
ago at which the standards are passed would be considerably reduced, and the work in the higher
classes would be far more intelligently done. At present scholars pass into the upper standards with
the barest rote-knowledge that can secure a pass, and with their general intelligence and reasoning
powers in no way developed. If the defect is afterwardsremedied, it can only be at an altogether
unnecessaryexpenditure of timeand labour. In the majority of cases, however, the naturalresult is
that the comprehensive work of the higher standards, in place of securing the broad, intelligent
instruction intended, degenerates to rote-workand cram. lam fully persuaded that we should hear
very few complaints of the difficultyof meeting the requirements of the higher standards if efficient
instruction were secured to the juniorclasses.

The work in the upper classes is more satisfactory, and shows fair improvement. Forty scholars
passed Standard VI., as compared with 12 in 1880; and, though there is a falling-off in Standard V.,
the numbers passing Standards IV. and 111. have steadily increased.

In my examinations and reports I have, as far as possible, pointed out the cause of defects, and
suggested means of improvement. It is, therefore, unnecessary here to enter upon a lengthened
description or criticism of the work in the several subjects. I may, however, drawattention to a few
points affecting the schools generally.

Reading is generally sufficiently fluent to secure a pass, but devoid of special merit, there being
often a total want of intelligence orexpression. Although much of the fault lies with the teacher, I
am persuaded that the prime cause of the defect is the use of a single set of reading books. In the
lower classes the lessons are practically known by heart, and the reading becomes purely mechanical,
calling for no effort of themind; and in the higher classes the constant repetition of the same pieces
cramps the intelligence, leads to a distaste for reading, and is a loss of valuable time. Two sets of
reading books should be in use in every school, and, where possible, a scientific, geographical, or
historical reader should be provided for the higher standards.

Spelling is generally very successful where it is examined orally, but it is not uncommon to find
classes able to spell all the difficult words in a paragraph but quite unable to write the passagefrom
dictation. The sense is often obscured or entirely destroyed by the misuse and omission of words, and
a total disregard of the principles of punctuation.

"Writing is often the best-taught subject in the school. I have insisted on correct—or, rather,
systematic—formation of letters from the earliest stages; and thebooks of the higher classes are, as a
rule, thoroughly neat and well written. A large portion of the examination in Standards 111. to VI.
is taken on paper, supplemented by oral questions. While I have seldom to condemn the papers on
the score of neatness, I have constantly to complain of the amount produced in the given time. The
laboured style of necessity adoptedin thecopy-book is continued for too long a time, and the writing
of the most advanced scholars is generally far too large for a commercial hand.

Arithmetic is subject to the greatest vai-iation, and may, perhaps, be taken as thebest test of the
quality of the instruction, and of the ability of the teacher. I am happy to say that, in a good pro-
portion of our schools, the subject is thoroughly well taught, the mechanical work is accurate, and the
principles well understood. In other cases the simple examples are accuratelyworked, but the scholars
are unable to apply the principles of the rules to the solution of such problems as might be expected
to occur in actual experience. In all the higherstandards I have required an intelligent appreciation
of principles, and, as a necessary test, have invariably given a number of questions in the form of
problems. Thus, the question, "If a horse travels ten miles an hour, how long will it takehim to go
seven miles," may be workedmechanically; but let the question be varied thus : " From Q-eraldine to
Winchester is seven miles ; if I travel at the rate of ten miles an hour, at what time must I start from
Greraldine to catch the twelve o'clock train at Winchester? " and the value of the instruction is fully
tested.

The principles of grammar, as shown by parsing and analysis, are, as arule, well taught; but it
is much to be regretted that in only a few schools is the knowledge thus gained put to its legitimate
use in composition. In examining the papers one can scarcely credit that the composition is written
by the same scholars who worked the answers in other subjects. The teaching of composition presents
considerable difficulty, especially in its earlier stages, and the results of the labour expended arenot
goon apparent. Teachers become disheartened, and the subject is neglected as being beyond the
scholars' capacity ; but its importance justifiesits position in the syllabus, and claims for it systematic
treatment in every standard.

History and geography have very much improved. lam pleased to find a growing appreciation of
oral teaching, and the free use of maps and black-board diagrams for both subjects.
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Science, drawing, singing, and drill, have made little progress during the past year. Exceptionally
bad attendance has made it impossible for many teachers to overtake all the work of the syllabus; and
the less essential subjects, that do not materially affect individual passes, have naturallybeen neglected.
I hope anotheryear to make a more favourable record of these subjects,

Needlework has been regularly inspected, and I have in all cases expected that the Government
requirements should be systematically carried out. I can report very favourably on the work, but, in
several cases, the subject receives too large a part of the school time. In a number of small schools
two half-days are given to needlework. This is unnecessary and seriously retards the progress of the
girls in other subjects. I have, where necessary, advised that two lessons in the week, of one hour
and a quarter, is sufficient. This would give about one-tenth of the school timeto the subject.

Our pupil-teacher system has assumed such proportions asto demand thebestattention of theBoard.
Of the 84 teachers in this district 30 are pupil-teachers, and several others, having successfully passed
through the pupil-teacher's course, are now employed as assistants. The Board has made the most
liberalprovision for the training and remuneration of these teachers, andI think the results are fairly
commensurate with the Board's expenditure. Anypupil-teachers' course is, however, only preparatory
to the regular training of teachers at normal schools, and our system must be considered incomplete
until successful pupil-teachers are enabled to proceed to a normal school to complete their training
and obtain the teacher'scertificate. Under existing arrangements the pupil-teacher, on the completion
of his course, receives a district license, but a weary term of one or two years' private study must
ensue before he can gain his certificate of competency as a master. It is, perhaps, not possible for the
Board to provide a college training for all our ex-pupil-teachers, but I think the importance of the
subject would fully justify the Board in granting two scholarships annually, of say £50 each, to be
competed for by the teachers completing their course; the scholarships to be tenable at the normal
schools of Christchurch andDunedin.

Our new schools are fully supplied with furniture and apparatus of the most suitable description,
and liberal grantshave been made to supply any defects in the furniture of the old established schools ;
but I regret to state that sufficient care is not always exercised by teachers and Committees in
preserving it in good order. Much of the damage is caused when the schools are used for public
meetings and entertainments. In one case that came under my own notice—and which I have reason
to believe is not an isolated ease—an entertainment, followed by a dance, was held in the schoolroom.
The blackboards were taken out of their frames and placed upon desks for a platform, and were
seriously indented and damaged; the maps and diagrams were taken down and packed away without
care; the room was so crowded that many of those present were standing on the desks and forms;
and after the entertainment the whole of the furniture was unceremoniously put outside in the rain to
make room for the dance. lam aware that to prohibit the use of country schoolrooms for meetings
and entertainmentswould be a serious grievance to the residents, but the necessity for exercising the
greatest care with thebuilding and furniture cannot be too strongly impressed upon local Committees.

Another matter I feel compelled to speak upon is the vexed question of the powers and duties
of School Committees as affecting teachers. I have no desire to underrate the value of the work
performed, and the influence exercised, by Committees generally. In many districts their labours are
invaluable, their influence strengthens the hands of the teacher, and creates an active interest in the
cause of education which, in their absence, would be often entirely wanting; but many cases come
under my notice of undue interference with the teacher's work. Committees seldom comprehend the
requirements and technicalities of the Government syllabus, and often fail to sco that the teacher is
not responsible for the course of instruction pursued, They often exercise considerable control over
the discipline and organizationof the school which may not be injurious, but any interference with the
course of instruction must seriously prejudice the teacher's work.

I have, &c,
HgNKY W. Hammond,

The Chairman of the Education Board, South Canterbury. Inspector of Schools.

B-j Authority : George Didsbtiky, G-overnmeut Printer, Wellington.—lBS2.

6—E. Ib.
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